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§1. Introduction

1.1. In this paper we develop the theory of (basically finite-dimensional)
metric spaces with curvature (in the sense of Alexandrov) bounded below [1],
[2]. We are talking, roughly speaking, about spaces with an intrinsic metric,
for which the conclusion of Toponogov's angle comparison theorem is true
(although only in the small); for precise definitions see §2. These spaces are
defined axiomatically by their local geometric properties, without the
techniques of analysis. They may have metric and topological singularities, in
particular, they may not be manifolds. The class considered includes all limit
spaces of sequences of complete Riemannian manifolds with sectional
curvature uniformly bounded below. Alexandrov spaces arise naturally if
Riemannian manifolds are considered from the viewpoint of synthetic
geometry and one avoids the excessive assumptions of smoothness connected

m We have used this spelling of Alexandrov, rather than Aleksandrov, because of the title
of the paper (in English) mentioned on p. 4. (Ed.)
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with the use of analytic technique. Spaces with singularities may appear as
limits of sequences of ordinary Riemannian manifolds, and therefore the first
are necessary for studying the latter.
1.2. We recall that the class of Riemannian manifolds which have dimension
and diameter bounded above, and sectional curvatures bounded below, by
fixed numbers, is precompact in the Hausdorff topology (see [17], [19], [20]),
but the limit spaces may not be Riemannian.
There are two reasons for the appearance of singularities in passing to the
limit. The first is that the curvature may not be bounded above; the second
is the appearance of so-called collapsing, when the dimension decreases on
passing to the limit. If the curvature is bounded on both sides and there is no
collapsing, then the limit space is a Riemannian manifold (of class C 2 ~ £ for
any ε > 0), see [19], [28], [29], [15]. (Note that the C2~e-smoothness of the
limit manifolds, proved in [28], [29], [15], is also implied by earlier results of
Nikolaev [26], see also [8].)
The local structure of the limit space has been thoroughly studied [13]
when collapsing occurs with two-sided bounds for the curvature: the limit in
this case is the quotient space of a Riemannian manifold (of class C 2 ~ 8 ) with
respect to the isometric action of a Lie group, whose identity component is
nilpotent.
The simplest singularities that occur when the curvature is not bounded
above can be seen on non-smooth (for example polyhedral) convex
hypersurfaces in R". When collapsing occurs the limit space may have much
more complicated singularities.
The topology and geometry of spaces that are limits of sequences of
Riemannian manifolds with curvature bounded only below were studied (not
as the basic object) in [23] and [22].
We emphasize that the synthetic approach used in this paper enables us to
study the structure of a space without depending on whether it is obtained as
the result of collapsing, or is the limit of Riemannian manifolds of the same
dimension, or has some other origin. Grove has, independently of the
authors, also found it necessary to consider spaces with curvature bounded
below irrespective of their origin. We thank Professor K. Grove for letting us
see his manuscript containing the plan of research and some results about
spaces with curvature bounded below.
1.3. Spaces with curvature bounded below, along with spaces with curvature
bounded above, were introduced by Alexandrov [1], [2] as generalized
Riemannian manifolds as long ago as the fifties. In his research Alexandrov
paid much attention, in essence, to the axiomatic question of describing such
spaces in terms of the excesses of triangles (the excess is the amount by which
the sum of the angles of a triangle exceeds π). In subsequent papers by
Alexandrov, Reshetnyak, Nikolaev and others (see the surveys [4], [8]) spaces
with curvature bounded above were investigated, mostly by assuming, a priori,
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that the geodesic between any two points in the domain being considered was
unique. We note that, without additional assumptions, the condition that the
curvature is bounded above is not, generally speaking, inherited when passing
to the limit. Berestovskii and Nikolaev proved that a space with a two-sided
bound for the curvature (and without boundary) is a Riemannian manifold (of
smoothness C2~e for any ε > 0); for more details see [8].
1.4. We describe briefly the contents of the paper. In §2 we give the basic
definitions and those known facts about the spaces being considered that we
shall need later on. §4 contains a list of standard constructions leading to
spaces with curvature bounded below; in particular, it extends the collection
of examples of such spaces given in §2. Some are given separately in §3.
There it is proved, roughly speaking, that for spaces with curvature bounded
below Toponogov's comparison theorem remains true. In other words, it is
proved that the condition that the curvature is bounded below, which in
defining the class under consideration enters, a priori, as a local condition,
must in fact be satisfied globally, that is, for "arbitrarily large" objects.
The presentation in §3 may seem somewhat more difficult than in the next
three sections. However, the reader who is interested only in questions of
local structure may omit §3 without loss of understanding. In the rest of the
paper one can simply start from stronger axioms, assuming that the condition
that the curvature is bounded below is satisfied, not in the small, but globally.
However, the basis for certain examples will be made more difficult. Possibly
the aesthetic feelings of the reader will suffer.
In §§5—7 we establish the foundations for the theory of finite-dimensional
spaces with curvature bounded below. We bear in mind that we have to
create the apparatus we need and the first stages for studying the local
structure of such spaces X.
The starting point is the concept of an explosion of the space X at a point
ρ that is characterized by the presence of a collection of geodesies going out
from p, which to some extent calls to mind the axes of a Cartesian coordinate
system. From this basic concept it is proved that the set Xo, which is to a
certain extent the burst points of X, is open and everywhere dense in X.
Later on it is established that for any ε > 0 the set Xo can be chosen so that
a certain neighbourhood of every point of Xo is ε-almost isometric to a
domain in D?m, where m is the Hausdorff dimension of X.
The tangent cone Cp to the space X at a point ρ plays an important role in
studying the structure of X in the neighbourhood of a given point p. In the
case of a Riemannian manifold Cp is simply the tangent space at the point p,
but for general convex hypersurfaces the cone Cp coincides with the usual
tangent cone. The tangent cone Cp exists at any point ρ e X and to a first
approximation it describes the geometry of X near p. The cone Cp has the
tame dimension as X and is a cone over a compact space of curvature > 1.
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Basically some specific local questions are solved in the next two sections.
Thus in §8 we get the following natural generalization of the precompactness
theorem mentioned in 1.2: for any numbers n, k, D the metric space (with
Hausdorff metric), consisting of all spaces of curvature > k that have
Hausdorff dimension not greater than η and diameter not exceeding D, is
compact.
The subject of §9 is those situations when spaces near to a given space, in
the Hausdorff metric, turn out to be also near to the given space in the
Lipschitz metric.
In §10 we study the Hausdorff measure on spaces with curvature bounded
below. The basic results are an estimate of the Hausdorff dimension of the
singularities and a theorem on the weak convergence of Hausdorff measures
for non-collapsing, (Hausdorff) convergent sequences of Alexandrov spaces.
In the next two sections we develop the apparatus of functions with
directional derivatives, which are a good substitute for smooth functions on
the spaces under consideration. The basic result of §12 is that there are no
singularities of codimension 1 other than the boundary.
Everywhere, except in the last section, assertions are given with complete
proofs, but there are more details in the first half of the paper and not so
many details in the rest. The exception is in the last section. It contains a
resume of subsequent results obtained recently by the authors and also some
unsolved questions and conjectures. A full presentation of these results is
contained in the preprint: G. Perel'man, "A.D. Alexandrov's spaces with
curvatures bounded from below. II".
1.5. This paper is noticeably different from its preliminary version, whch was
distributed as a preprint with the same name. Apart from editorial corrections
we have made changes of a more fundamental nature. Thus §§11, 14, 15, 16
in the preliminary version were not included in this new edition; §10 about
the Hausdorff measure has been added, and so also have the more general
theorems on almost isometry in §9; we give a completely new proof of the
"generalized theorem of Toponogov".
§2. Basic concepts
In this section we present the known [5], [1], [2] facts on spaces with
curvature bounded below in a form convenient for us.
2.1. The metric space (M, | ·, · |) is called an intrinsic metric space if for any
x, y e Μ, δ > 0 there is a finite sequence of points zo = x, z\, ..., z* = y
such that \ZiZi + i\ < δ (0 < i < k-l)

and 'Y^\zizi

+

\\ < lxyl + δ. A subset

in the space Μ with intrinsic metric is said to be (metrically) convex if the
metric induced on it from Μ is intrinsic. A geodesic is a curve whose length
is equal to the distance between its ends. In a locally compact complete space
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with intrinsic metric any two points can be joined by a geodesic, possibly not
unique (without completeness this property is only satisfied locally). A limit
of geodesies is again a geodesic and moreover with the limit length.
A collection of three points p, q, r e Μ and three geodesies pq, pr, qr is called
a triangle in Μ and is denoted by Apqr.
2.2. Let us fix the real number k. A k-plane will be a two-dimensional
complete simply-connected Riemannian manifold of curvature k, that is, a
Euclidean plane, a sphere, or a Lobachevskii plane. With a triad of points
p, q, r in a space Μ with intrinsic metric we associate a triangle Apqr on the
fc-plane with vertices p, q, 7 and sides ofjengths \pq\ = \pq\, \p7\ = \pr\,
\q"r\ = \qr\. For k < 0 the triangle Apqr always exists and is unique up to
a rigid motion, and for k > 0 it exists only with the additional assumption
that the perimeter of Apqr is less than 2n/Vk. We let %.pqr denote the angle
at the vertex q of the triangle Apqr.
2.3. Definition. A locally complete space Μ with intrinsic metric is called a
space with curvature > k if in some neighbourhood Ux of each point χ e Μ
the following condition is satisfied:
(D) for any four (distinct) points (a; b, c, d) in Ux we have the inequality
Z.bac+ %.bad+ %cad < 2π.
If the space Μ is a one-dimensional manifold and k > 0, then we require
in addition that diam Μ does not exceed π/Vk.
Remark. If the space Μ satisfies all the conditions of the definition, apart
from local completeness, then it may be converted into a space with curvature
> k by local completion. We use the a priori condition of local completeness
only in §§5, 6.
2.4. Berestovskii [5] has shown that condition (D) in Definition 2.3 can be
replaced by the following condition:
(E) any four points in Ux admit an isometric embedding into some
k'-plane, k' ^ k, where the number k' depends on the four points chosen.
We shall not use this version of the definition.
2.5. For spaces in which, locally, any two points are joined by a geodesic, in
particular for locally compact spaces, the condition (D) in Definition 2.3 can
be replaced by the condition:
(A) for any triangle Apqr with vertices in Ux and any point s on the side
qr the inequality \ps\ > |p7\ is satisfied, where Jis the point on the side q7
of the triangle Apqr corresponding to s, that is, such that \qs\ = \q"s\,
\rs\ = \7I\.
To prove the implication (D) =$• (A) it is sufficient to substitute the four
points (s; p, q, r) in condition (D) and use the following elementary
observation.

i
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Lemma. Let triangles pqs, prs be given on a k-plane, which are joined to
each other in an exterior way along the side ps, and let there also be given
a triangle bed, where \bc\ = \pq\, \bd\ = \pr\, \cd\ = \qs\ + \sr\, and
|6c| + |W| + |crf| < 2n/Vk in the case fc > 0. Then Apsq + i^psr < π [>π] if
and only if i^pqs > ϊ±bed and kprs > i\.bdc {respectively t^pqs < i\bcd and
Aprs >
We give below the proof of the converse implication (A) =*· (D), see 2.8.2.
2.6. Let γ, σ be geodesies with origin p, and let q, r be points on these
geodesies at distances χ = \pq\, y = \pr\ from the point/». The angle liqpr
is denoted by ω*(χ, y). Obvioously condition (A) may be replaced by the
following condition:
(B) for any geodesies γ, σ in Ux the function a>jt(:»c, y) is non-increasing
with respect to each of the variables x, y.
2.7. The limit lim ωΛχ, ν) is called the angle between γ, σ; clearly this limit
xy>Q

does not depend on k. If (B) is satisfied, then the angle between the geodesies
exists. It is easily verified that the angles between three geodesies with
common origin satisfy the triangle inequality.
The following assertion is easily deduced from (A) and (B).
(C) For any triangle Apqr contained in Ux none of its angles is less than
the corresponding angle of the triangle Apqr on the fe-plane.
(Cj) The sum of adjacent angles is equal to π, that is, if r is an interior
point of the geodesic pq, then for any geodesic rs we have Aprs + A qrs = π.
Conversely (A) and (B) are easily deduced from (C) and (Ci).
A consequence of the condition (Ci) is that geodesies do not branch. This
means that if two geodesies have two common points, then either they are
continuations of a third geodesic, their intersection, beyond its distinct ends,
or these common points are the ends of both geodesies. In particular, if a
geodesic is extendable, then it is extendable in a unique way.
2.8. We list a few other known properties of spaces of curvature bounded
below which follow easily from (C) and (Ci).
2.8.1. If the geodesies piq{ converge to pq, while the geodesies ptTi converge to
pr, then Aqpr < lim inf AqiPir{.
l-HX)

This follows easily from (C).
2.8.2. If pa, pb, pc are geodesies, then 4a/>6+ Abpc+ &cpa ^ 2π.
In fact, if d e ap, then by property (Q)

i,adb+ Aadc+Abdc < (&adb+ Abdp) + (iil.adc+ &cdp) = 2π.
All that remains is to use property 2.8.1 when d -*• ρ if the geodesies pb, pc
are unique. Otherwise the points b and c can be replaced by points in pb and
pc and the argument repeated.
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Now condition (D) follows immediately from the property just proved
and (C).
2.8.3. Lemma on the limit angle. If the points at of a geodesic pa converge to
ρ and b $. pa, then limsup ϊ^ααφ < i^apb for any geodesies pb, atb.
l-*oo

This property, unlike the preceding ones, is of a non-local character.
However, it is easily proved from the local property (C) in exactly the same
way as in the case of Riemannian manifolds, see for example [16].
2.9. Examples of spaces of curvature > k.
(1) Riemannian manifolds without boundary or with locally convex
boundary, whose sectional curvatures are not less than k.
(2) Convex subsets in such Riemannian manifolds.
(3) Convex hypersurfaces in such Riemannian manifolds, see [9].
(4) Hubert space (k = 0).
(5) Quotient space R3/~> where χ ~ — x, that is, the cone over R P 2 is a
space of curvature ^ 0. This example will be justified below.
(6) Locally finite simplicial spaces glued (along all the faces) from simplexes
of a space of constant curvature k and of fixed dimension, so that every face
of codimension 1 belongs to precisely two simplexes and the sum of the
dihedral angles for each face of codimension 2 does not exceed 2π.
The last example will be justified in 4.5. There will also be described in §4
natural constructions which enable more complicated examples to be
constructed.
§3. Globalization theorem
3.1. Spaces with curvature bounded below were defned in §2 using local
conditions. In general, the analogues of these conditions "in the large" may
not be satisfied. It is sufficient to consider, for example, a plane from which
a closed disc has been removed. However, for complete spaces the global
conditions may be deduced from the corresponding local ones. In dimension 2
this was first discovered by Alexandrov. For Riemannian manifolds of
arbitrary dimension the corresponding theorem was proved by Toponogov.
The arguments in §2 proving that conditions (A), (B), (C, CO and (D) are
equivalent for locally compact spaces are still completely valid if these
conditions are replaced by the corresponding assertions "in the large".
Therefore it is sufficient to deduce just one such global condition from the
local ones.
We give the proof for condition (D), which is related to a more general
situation.
3.2. Globalization theorem. Let Μ be a complete space with curvature > k.
Then for any quadruple of points (a; b, c, d) we have the inequality
b
%bd
%d
2π.
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3.3. Remarks, a) The theorem has to be formulated more precisely when
fc > 0. In this case we assume a priori that the perimeters of the triangles
bac, bad, cad are less than 2njVk. In 3.6 — 3.7 we shall show that in fact
under the conditions of the theorem the perimeter of any triangle in Μ does
not exceed 2n\\fk. The proof of the theorem when k > 0 requires, in
comparison with the case k < 0, some additional arguments which will be
enclosed in square brackets.
b) Throughout the proof of the theorem and also in 3.7 we assume that
there exist geodesies between any two points of M. This is done only to
simplify the arguments, as it enables us to use phrases of the type "we choose
a point r on the geodesic pq so that ..." . In the general case, it is necessary
in such a situation to choose a point r from a sequence constructed from the
points p, q and a sufficiently small δ > 0 in accordance with Definition 2.1 of
an intrinsic metric.
3.4. Proof of the globalization theorem.
3.4.1. The size of the quadruple (a; b, c, d) is S(a; b, c, d), where this
denotes the greatest of the perimeters of the triangles Δ bac, Abad, head, while
the excess Ε {a; b, c, d) is max{ %.bac+ £>.cad+ i^.bad—2%, 0}.
The following is the key to the proof of the theorem.
Lemma on the subadditiveness of the excess. Let p, q, r, s be points in a space
with intrinsic metric, and let t lie on the geodesic pq. Then
(1) S(p; q, r, s)>m&x{S{p; t, r, s), S(t; p, q, s), S(t; p, q, r)}.
(2) E(p; q, r, s)<E(p; t, r, s)+E{t; p, q, s)+£(i; p, «, r).
[If k > 0, then additional assumptions are necessary for assertion (2) to be
justified. It is sufficient to assume that
max{|p 9 |. \pr\, |ρ«|}+10|ρί|<π/21^]
Assertion (1) is obviously implied by the triangle inequality. To prove
assertion (2) we need a numerical refinement of Lemma 2.5.
Technical lemma. Let triangles pqr, prx, qry be given on a k-plane such
that \rx\ = \ry\, \pq\ = \px\ + \qy\, Aqyr + £.pxr ^ π. Then
i±qpr—i±xpr < &qyr+ Upxr—n. [If k > 0, then in addition we assume that
max{|/>r|, \pq\) + \0\px\ < n/2Vk.]
Proof. We may suppose that the triangles prx, qry lie in the triangle pqr and
do not overlap. Let ζ be a point on the side pq such that \qz\ = \qy\,
\pz\ = \px\. We calculate the sum of the complete angles for x, y, z.
We have 5π = (^qyr + i,pxr) + (π + δ(Δ ryx)- i^yrx) + (π + δ(Δ xyz)) +
+ (π + δ(Δ qyz) — i^yqz) + (π + ^xpr — 4qpr + δ(Δ χρζ)), where δ(Δ) denotes the
excess of the triangle Δ, that is, the sum of its angles in excess of π.
Now in the case fc ζ 0 the assertion of the technical lemma is obvious,
since all excesses δ(Δ) are non-posiitve.
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[In the case k > 0 the condition max{\pr\, \pq\} + lO\px\ < n/2Vk
guarantees that the total area of the triangles Δ ryx, Δ qyz, Δ xyz, A xpz is less
than half the total area of the spherical lunes with angles i^yrx and &yqz,
that is, the sum of the excess is less than &JYX+ &yqz, and this is just
sufficient to make our deduction. This proves the technical lemma. •]
We turn to the proof of (2). It is now sufficient for us to add together the
inequalities arising in the technical lemma

Ε (t; q, r,p)^Z

qpr — 4" tpr,

and use the definitions

E(p; t, r, s) = 4 tpr-l· 4J/W+ 4 rps-2n,
4 ?/"*+ Ε- qps+ 4 rps—2n=E (p; q, r, s).
The lemma on subadditiveness is proved. •
3.4.2. We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.2 itself. Let us assume that
the assertion of the theorem is false. Then there exist a point ρ e Μ and a
number / > 0 [/ < 2n/Vk if k > 0] such that:
(a) The excess of any quadruple of size < (0.99)/ lying in the ball 5^(100/)
is zero.
(b) There is a quadruple of size < / lying in the ball 5,, (10/) and having a
positive excess.
In fact, otherwise we could find a sequence of points pt and numbers /,·
satisfying condition (b) and such that li+i < (0.99)lt, \ptpi+\\ < 1000/;. But
then in view of the fact that the space is complete, the sequence pt would have
a limit point in an arbitrary small neighbourhood of which the condition (D)
is violated.
3.4.3. The basic stage in the proof of the theorem is to check that a
quadruple (a; b, c, d) of size < / lying in the ball Bp (20 /) has zero excess if
(1)

|a&|<0.01/,

|cd|>0.1Z+max{|ae|, \ad\).

[If k > 0, then we include, in addition, the condition max{|ac|, \ad\) <
< n/2Vk.] We assume that there is a quadruple (a; b, c, d) for which this is
not so and let δ = Ε (a; b, c, d) > 0. We take the point χ on the geodesic
ac at a distance ε < (0.01)/ from a.
[In the case k > 0 in addition we assume that 106 + max{|ac|, \ad\) <
< n/lVk.]
By applying the lemma on subadditiveness we get δ = Ε (a; b, c, d) <
< E(x; a, c, d), since the sizes of the quadruples (x; a, b, c) and (a; x, b, d)
are less than (0.99) /, this follows from (1). We now take the point y on the
geodesic xd at a distance ε from χ and, again applying the lemma on
subadditiveness, we get E(y; x, c, d) ^ E(x; a, c, d) ^ δ. In addition,
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S(y; x, c, d) < /, and this quadruple satisfies the inequalities analogous
to (1). Finally
(2)

|yc| + | y d | < | e c | + | o d | ~ e V 2 .

In fact, by adding the inequalities
~ζ xab p> Τϋ cab
(by Lemma 2.15, since Ε (χ; α, b, c) = 0),
2π > £ xab + "£ dab -f "£ xad (since Ε (α; χ, d, b) — 0),
£ dac+ £ dafc+£

CO6=2JI+6,

π > Λ-doc,
we get l^xad ^ π —δ. Similarly £;y;cc < π — δ. Thus

from which we get (2).
Thus from the given quadruple we have constructed another quadruple that
satisfies the same sort of bounds but "essentially less" than those expressed by
inequality (2). After not more than 2 //δ2ε such steps we get a contradiction.
3.4.4. We now reduce the general case to the particular case just considered.
Let (a; b, c, d) be a quadruple of size < / in the ball Bp(l0l), with positive
excess. We take the point χ on the geodesic ab at a distance ε < (0.001) /
from a [if k > 0, we assume further that 10ε < 2n/Vk—l] and consider
the quadruples (a; x, c, d), (x; a, b, c), (x; a, b, d). By the lemma on
subadditiveness at least one of these quadruples has positive excess, and they
all have size «ζ /. So we have reduced the general case to the study of
quadruples (a; b, c, d) such that \ab\ = ε.
Let (a; b, c, d) be such a quadruple. Our immediate aim is to reduce
everything to a consideration of a quadruple (x; y, z, t) of size < / for which
\xy\ < 2ε, \xz\ < 2ε. We shall divide the geodesic ac by the points
oo = a, <*\, ••·, on = c into segments of length < ε. The lemma on
subadditiveness implies that at least one of the quadruples (ao; a\, b, d),
(pi; ao, b, c), (αύ ao, c, d) has positive excess. If this is one of the first two
quadruples, then our aim is achieved. Otherwise one of the quadruples
(αϊ; 02, ao, d), (a^, a\, a0, c), {a-i, a\, c, d) has positive excess. At this stage
also, if it is one of the first two, our aim is achieved, otherwise we continue
"thinning out" the quadruples with positive excess until we get a quadruple of
the desired kind.
Finally let (a; b, c, d) be a quadruple of size < / with positive excess for
which \ab\ < 2ε, \ac\ < 2ε. We choose a point χ on the geodesic ad such
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that \cx\ = \dx\. Clearly in this case \cx\ < //4 + 2ε. The lemma on
subadditiveness enables us to assert that at least one of the quadruples
{a; x, b, c), (x; a, b, d), (x; a, c, d) has positive excess. But the first of these
has size < (0.99) /, consequently its excess is zero. Without loss of generality
we may suppose that just the last quadruple has positive excess. We choose a
point y on the geodesic ax at a distance ε from x. By the lemma on
subadditiveness one of the quadruples (x; y, c, d), (y; x, a, c), (y; x, a, d)
must have positive excess. But the last quadruple has excess 0, since
i^dyx — 0, the second quadruple also has zero excess, since its size is small,
and the first quadruple corresponds to the particular case that was considered
in section 3.4.3. The theorem is proved. •
3.5. Remark. If Μ is not complete, then the proof given above enables us to
assert that condition (D) is satisfied for those quadruples that are at a distance
which considerably exceeds their size from the points of the completion of Μ.
3.6. Theorem. Let Μ be a complete space with curvature > k, k > 0. Then
diam Μ < π/Vk.
3.6.1. Beginning of the proof. We first consider the exceptional case when the
neighbourhood of some point ρ e Μ is a section of a geodesic. Let q, r be
points of this geodesic such that \pq\ = \pr\ = \qr\\2 < π/lVk. Then all
the points s e Μ can be separated into two (perhaps intersecting) classes:
those for which %.spq = 0, that is, \qs\ = \\ps\~\pq\\, and those for which
%spr = 0, that is, \rs\ = \\pr\ — \ps\\. Moreover in each class there is at
most one point s with a given distance \ps\ < π/Vk, and the set of values
\ps\, realizable by the points s in a single class, is an interval—this follows
from condition (D) and the fact that Μ is complete. By isometrically moving
the points q, p, r and repeating the arguments it is not difficult to establish
that Μ contains an open convex subset which is a one-dimensional manifold.
Hence clearly Μ is also this manifold and according to our Definition 2.3

diam Μ < π/Vk.
3.6.2. If the space Μ is locally compact, then the proof can now be
completed fairly simply. Let ρ be the midpoint of the geodesic qr for
which π/Vk < \qr\ < (1.1)π/\/£. We may suppose that there are points
s 6 Μ near ρ that do not lie on qr. Let s' be the point of qr nearest to s.
A simple calculation, based on condition (C), shows that for s sufficiently
near to p, \qs\ < \qs'\,\rs\ < \rs'\, which contradicts the fact that qr is a
geodesic.
For completeness we give a formal proof without local compactness.
3.6.3. We consider the general case. We need the following observation. Let
the points a, b be such that π/Vk < \ab\ < (1.01)π/ν£. We consider
sequences of points χι, yt e Μ such that

Then \axt\ + \bxi\ -*• \ab\.
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In fact we choose another sequence z{ e Μ such that |}>/Zj| -»• 0,
h.yiZ{b -> π, Ζζ,-^α -* "· Then by applying condition (D) to the sets
(y£,Zi, xi, a)juad (ζΰ yit xu b) we get lim(%ayiXt + Ζ ζ ^ χ * ) < π,
]im(%.bziXi+ HiyiZiXi) < π. On_the other hand, lim(£ yiZ{X{ + Z-^ytXi) = π
if | JC/jVi 1 is not zero. Therefore ]im.(%ayiXi+%.byiXi) < π and this means, in
view of \ayi\ + \byi\ > π/Vk, that |ax t \ + \bxi| -> \ab\.
3.6.4. We now show that, for any / e [(0.9)n/2\/fc, (0.99)π/2\/£], any sequence
of points Si e Μ such that | as* | ->· / and | ast | + | 6J< | -• | αί> | has limit points
and moreover at most two. In this way we reduce the theorem to the
exceptional case already considered. So, let Si be a sequence of points with
the properties indicated. If our assertion is false, then we can choose three
subsequences si, sf, sf such that the distances \s}, sf\, \sj, sf \, \sf, sf\ are
not zero. By applying condition (D) to the quadruples (a; si, sf, sf) we may,
without loss of generality, conclude that %. slasf < 2π/3 for all i. If now the
xt lie half way between si and sf, then the sequences xt, y{ — si satisfy the
conditions of 3.6.3 and consequently |ax,| +1bxi\ -* \ab\. But on the other
hand if we estimate |ajCi| and \bxi\, by considering the quadruples
(xt; si, sf, a) and (xt; si, sf, b) respectively (in essence we are using condition
(A) here), then it is not difficult to show that | axt | +1 bxi \ must be distinct
from \ab\, which gives a contradiction. •
3.7. Theorem. Let Μ be a complete space with curvature ~&k, k > 0. Then
for any three points a, b, c e Μ we have \ ab \ +1 ac \ +1 be \ < 2%\\fk and
condition (D) is satisfied for all quadruples of size 2n/Vk. (Here we suppose
that, if \ab\ = π/Vk, \ac\ + \bc\ = n/Vk, then Z-bac = %.abc = 0,
%
= π.)
Proof. We first check the second assertion of the theorem for a quadruple
(a; b, c, d) of size 2n/Vk. We may suppose that max{| ab |, \ac\, \ ad\) < π/y/k.
Let ba denote a variable point of the geodesic ab. Then for 6 a near to a the
perimeters of the triangles abac, abad are less than Injsfk. In addition, if the
perimeter of the triangle abc is less than 2n/Vk, then by applying condition
(D) to the quadruple (6 a ; a, b, c) and using Lemma 2.5 we get %baac > Hbac.
Finally, if the perimeter of abad is near to 2n/Vk, then %.baad is near to π.
Thus, if the excess of the quadruple (a; b, c, d) were positive, we could
construct a quadruple (a; ba, c, d) with positive excess where the perimeters of
the triangles abac, abad will be less than 2n/Vk. Similarly one can get rid of
the triangle acd if its perimeter is equal to 2%\\fk.
We now return to the first assertion of the theorem and assume that the
perimeter of the triangle abc is greater than 2n/Vk. It may be supposed that
max{| ab\, \ac\, \bc\) < π/Vk. We choose a point χ on the geodesic be such
that 2%\\fk < |ac\ + (ax\ + \ ex\ < \ab\ + \ac\ + \bc\. Let y be a point of the
geodesic xa such that the perimeter of the triangle cxy is equal to 2n/Vk.
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Clearly \xb\ < \xy\. Since \xc\ < n/Vk and \xy\ < π/Vk, then %cxy = π.
By now applying condition (D) to the quadruple (x; c, y, b) and taking into
account that \xb\<\ xy\ we get \xy \ = [ xb \ + [ by \. But then | xa \ = | xb \ + \ ba \,
which contradicts the choice of x. The theorem is proved. •
§4. Natural constructions
4.1. Direct product.
Proposition. The direct product (with the metric determined by Pythagoras'
theorem) of a finite number of spaces with curvature > 0 is a space with
curvature ^ 0.
This assertion will become almost obvious if we use the following
(equivalent) modification of condition (D).
(D') For any quadruple (a>J>._C_d) lying in Ux it is possible [impossible]
to construct a quadruple (a; b, c, d) on the A>plane such that the segments
ab, ac,ad divide the_complete angle_at the point a into three angles_each < π,
where |eft| = \ab\, \a~c\ =Jac\, \ad\ =Jad\ and \bc\_> \bc\, \bd\ > \bd\,
\cd\ > \cd\ [respectively \bc\ < \bc\, \cd\ < \cd\, \bd\ < \bd\].
4.2. The cone.
4.2.1. Let A' be a metric space. The cone over X with vertex A is the
quotient space CA(X) = Xx[0, oo]/~, where (x\, a\) ~ (X2, «2) ~ Α -ΦΦ·
& a\ =02 = 0. Let Π : CA(X) \ A -*• X be the natural projection. The
metric of the cone is defined from the cosine formula IX1X2I2 =
= af+ a\-2axa% cos(min{|xix 2 l, π}), where xx = (xu at), x2 = (x2, 02)·
4.2.2. It is easily seen that if the metric of X is intrinsic, then the metric of
CA(X) is also intrinsic. The converse assertion, generally speaking, is false but
it becomes true if for any two points JCI, x% e X there are arbitrarily nearby
points y\, yz e X such that \yi y21 < n. If γ is a geodesic in X of length not
greater than π, then Π~'(γ) is a convex subset in CA(X) isometric to the plane
sector with angle equal to the length of γ. Conversely, if γ is a geodesic in
CA(X) not passing through A, then Π(γ) is a geodesic in X.
4.2.3. Proposition. Let X be a complete metric space. The following two
conditions are equivalent:
(a) X is a space with curvature ^ 1 .
(b) CA(X) is not a straight line and is a space with curvature ^ 0 .
Proof, (a) =» (b). The fact that CA(X) is_not ji straight line is obvious.
We assume that there is a quadruple (a; b~, c, d) in CA(X) that violates
condition (D). We may suppose that A is not one of these points and
consider their projections a = H(a), ..., d = H(d). By applying (D') we can
find a corresponding quadruple (ao; bo, c0, do) on the sphere S2 for which
lao^ol = I aft I, [aocol = I«M, W l
= Ιβ«Ί but \boco\ > \bc\, \bodo\ is \bd\,
\cQdo\ > \cd\.
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If we think of Euclidean space E3 as the cone C^0(S2) with projection Π ο ,
we can find a quadruple (αοί bo, Co» ~do) in E3 such that | AQOO\ = \Aa\, ...,
••-L»_L^o^b I = \Αά\_&ηάΙΙρ(αο)_^_αο, ..^Jloido) = _rfo- Now_ it is_ clear that _
Ifo^ol = l e j j , leocol = \oc\, \aodo\ = \ad\ and |_Vol > \bc\, IMbl > \bd\,
korfol > I erf I» consequently the quadruple (ao, 6o> Co, rfo) violates condition
(D)—a contradiction.
(b) =4- (a). We shall first show that the metric X is intrinsic by verifying
the condition formulated in 4.2.2. Let xu x2 e X, xi e Π " 1 ^ ! ) , 3c2 e Π " 1 ^ ) ·
If \XiXz\ φ_\_χ\Α\ + \_χ2Α\, then |xpC2l < π and our condition is satisfied. If
however | x\x21 = I xiA \ + \ x%A |, then the segments x\A, Ax% form a geodesic.
Since C^(Z) is not a straight line and since geodesies do not branch, we can
find a point y\, arbitrarily near to X\, for which |y\X2\ < \y\A \ +1 x2A \.
Thus one can find a point ^i = Π(^ι), arbitrarily near to JCI, for which
I y\Xi I < t> which is what we required.
Now we suppose one can find a quadruple (a; b, c, d) in X that violates
condition ( D ' ) . We may suppose, by using the globalization theorem, that
the pairwise distances between the points of the quadruple are all less than
π/2. Let (ao, bo, Co, do) be a quadruple on the unit sphere S2 for which
\aob0\ = \ab\, laocol = \ac\, \aodo\ = \ad\, \b0c0\ < \bc\, 1Mb I < \bd\,
| codol < | erf |, and the segments aobo,floco,aodo divide the complete angle at
the point ao into three_angles each < π . In the Euclidean space ]? 3 = Cxt(S2)
we find a quadruple (ao; bo, c0, do) of points lying in the same plane for which
=
α
ΠΟ(ΛΟ)
ο» ···> Πο(ί2ο) = do and we construct the corresponding quadruple
(a; b,£, d) in C_A(X) so that Π(^_) = α,^
Π ( 5 ) = d, \A}\ =
\_Ao^o\,^
^orfo.l^ We have \αφο\ = \αϊ\, | a o c o | =_\ac_\, \ag<h\_= \ad\>

\, \bd\ > \bodo\, lcrfj__>_ |c 0 ife] : _But^6p«oCo+ 4 W o +
= 2π, consequently Hbac+ %cad+ %bad > In, which
contradicts the condition (D). •
4.3. The construction of the cone can be modified by using the spherical or
hyperbolic cosine formula instead of the Euclidean cosine formula.
4.3.1. Spherical suspension.
Let X be a metric space of diameter < π . The spherical suspension is the
quotient space S(X) = Χχ[0, π ] / ~ , where (x\, £i)_~ (x2, 02) & a\ = a2 = 0
or a\ = a2 — π with the canonical metric COSIJCI^I = cos a\ cos a2+
+ sin a\ sin a2 cos|xiX2l» where x\ = (x\, αϊ), χ2 = (^2, 02)·
Proposition. Let X be a complete metric space of diameter ^ π . Then the
following two conditions are equivalent.
(a) X is a space with curvature > 1 .
(b) S(X) is not a circle and is a space with curvature > 1 .
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4.3.2. Elliptic cone.
Let A" be a metric space of diameter < π . The elliptic cone over X is the
quotient space EC(X) = Zx[0, oo]/~, where {x\,_a\) ~ (x2, a2) ^
•& a\ = a2 = 0 with the canonical metric cosh|_xix2l = cosh a\ cosh a2—
—sinh a\ sinh a2 zos\x\Xi\, where x\ = (x\, a\), x2 = (*2> ai)Proposition. Let X be a complete space with diameter < π . Then the following
two conditions are equivalent.
(a) X is a space with curvature > 1 .
(b) EC(X) is not a straight line and is a space with curvature ^ — 1.
4.3.3. Parabolic cone.
Let X be Ά metric space. The parabolic cone over X is the product
PC(X) = I x R with a canonical metric corresponding to the metric of
hyperbolic space represented as the twisted product of a horosphere by a
straight line.
Proposition. Let X be a complete space. Then the following two conditions are
equivalent.
(a) X is a space with curvature >0.
(b) PC(X) is a space with curvature > — 1 .
4.3.4. Hyperbolic cone.
Let I be a metric space. The hyperbolic cone over X is the product
HC(X) = Xx R with a canonical metric corresponding to the metric of
hyperbolic space represented as the twisted product of a hyperplane by a
straight line.
Proposition. Let X be a complete space. Then the following two conditions are
equivalent.
(a) X is a space with curvature > — 1.
(b) HC(X) is a space with curvature ^ —1.
Propositions 4.3.1—4.3.4 are proved in the same way as Propositon 4.2.3.
4.4. Join.
Let Χ, Υ be complete spaces with curvature ^ 1 . Then the direct product
of the cones CA(X) Χ CA(Y) is a space with curvature > 0 and at the
same time is the cone over the join X*Y = XxYx[0,
π/2]/~, where
(xu y\, a{) ~ (x2, y2, a2) <& a\ = a2 = 0 and χλ = x2 or a\ = a2 = π/2 and
yi ~ y%, with metric cos | (xu yh a{), (x2, y2, a2) | = cos αλ cos a2 cos | X\X2\ +
+ sin a\ sin a2 c o s l j i ^ l · Thus the join X*Y is also a complete space with
curvature > 1 .
4.5. We can now justify Example 2.9 (6). In fact, a locally finite simplicial
space made by gluing simplicial spaces of constant curvature k can be
represented locally as a domain in the space obtained from a lowerdimensional finite simplicial space with curvature ^ 1 by using the
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constructions 4.2, 4.1 in the case k = 0, using 4.3.1 in the case k > 0, and
using 4.3.2, 4.3.4 in the case k < 0. Thus Example 2.9 (6) is justified by
induction on the dimension if we take into account the globalization theorem.
4.6. An equidistant fibred space (see [6]).

Let I be a metric space represented as a disjoint union of closed
equidistant subsets Χμ, μ ε Μ. (We say that the subsets Χμι and X^ are
equidistant if the distances [χ^Υμ,Ι and 1*1·^I do not depend on xt e Χμι.) In
this case there is a natural metric on_the space Μ defined by the formula
\x\X2\ = inf{ IX1X2I, x\ e Υ1~λ{χ\), x^ e Π " 1 ^ ) } » where Π : X -*• Μ is a
natural projection.
Proposition. If X is a space with curvature ^k, then Μ is a space with
curvature
Proof. The fact that Μ is a locally complete space with intrinsic metric is
obvious. We assume that condition (D) is violated for the quadruple
(a;b, c, d) in M._ Let the quadruple (α; b~>_csd)jn X_be such that
Π ( α ) = α, ..., H(d) = d a n d t h e distances \ab\, \ac\, \ad\ d o n o t differ
m u c h f r o m t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g distances \ab\, \ac\, \ad\. T h e n _ s i n c e
16c I > I be I, I bd\ ^ \bd\, \cd\ > \cd\, the quadruple (a; b, c, d) also

violates condition (D)—a contradiction. •
Corollary. Let X be a space with curvature ^k and let the group G act
isometrically on X. Then the quotient space X/G, whose points correspond to
the closure of the orbits of G, is a space with curvature
§5. Burst points
5.1. Content of the section.
All the examples considered above of a space with curvature bounded below
included "singular" points, which have arbitrarily small neighbourhoods
differing greatly, either just metrically or metrically as well as topologically,
from a small neighbourhood of a point in a Riemannian manifold. In all
these examples such singular points formed a sparse set. We shall see below
that this is the situation in any (finite-dimensional) space with curvature
bounded below.
In this section a condition is introduced, expressed in terms of distances,
which, if satisfied for a certain point, ensures that it is non-singular in the
sense that such a point has neighbourhoods that are homeomorphic and even
almost isometric to a ball in Euclidean space. The points satisfying this
condition form, in a (finite-dimensional) space with curvature bounded below,
an open everywhere dense subset which is a topological manifold.
Let us describe one of the principal ideas. If a maximal (depending on
dimension) number of pairwise orthogonal (or at least "linearly independent")
geodesies pass through a point, then this point is automatically non-singular.
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Generally speaking it is not clear whether such points exist. However, this
condition can be modified to make it stable: a point turns out to be nonsingular if a maximal number of pairs of geodesies emanate from it so that
the geodesies of a single pair have "almost opposite" direction, while the
geodesies from distinct pairs are "almost perpendicular".
5.1.1. Remarks. 1) From this section on we are dealing mostly with the local
properties of spaces with curvature bounded below. For local considerations
we shall suppose, without especially saying so, that everything takes place in a
domain Ux, where conditions (D), (A), (B), (C) are satisfied. In addition, the
explicit constants in our estimates will be for the case k — 0, since this greatly
simplifies the calculations.
2) In this and the next section, to keep the argument simple, we assume
that geodesies exist between the points we consider. In the general case one
has to make some trivial modifications.
5.2. Definition. Let Μ be a space with curvature not less than k. A point
ρ e Μ is said to be an (n, 8)-burst point if there are η pairs of points α,·, bt
distinct from ρ such that
(1)

"A dipbi > π — δ, 4 ciipaj > π/2 — 6,
^
/
2
— 6 , Ζ b^bj > π/2 — 6,

where i φ j . The collection of these points at, bt will be called an
(«, S)-explosion (or simply an explosion) at the point p. Condition (1)
also implies the upper bounds %.aipaj < π/2+ 25, & α,/>6; < π/2+ 28,
\bipbj < π/2+ 25, where i φ j .
Clearly the set of («, 5)-burst points is open. It is not difficult to see that
for («, 5)-burst points ρ the explosion {a,·, bi} can be chosen from points
arbitrarily near to p. If Μ is locally compact, then the fact that ρ e Μ is an
(n, 5)-burst point is equivalent to the existence of In geodesies pat, pbi between
which the angles satisfy inequalities analogous to (1).
5.3. Definition. A map φ from an open set U in the metric space Μ into the
metric space Mi is said to be ε-open if for any points χ e U and y e Mx such
that {ζ ε Μ : \χζ\ < ε" 1 1φ(χ)γ\ι} C U one can find a point y e U such
that \xy\ < ε~ι\φ(χ)γ\ι and (p(y) = y. (Here | · , | and | · , · \1 denote the
distances in Μ and M\ respectively.)
Clearly an ε-open map is open, and a continuous one-to-one ε-open map φ
is a homeomorphism, where the map inverse to the restriction of φ to a
1
sufficiently small subset U\ C U is Lipschitz with coefficient ε" .
5.4. Theorem. Let ρ be a (n, 8)-burst point with explosion (at, bi), where
5 < l/2n. Then the formula φ(ς) = (Ιί/ι^Ι, \a2q\, ···. \an<j\) gives a
(1 —2nS)/t/n-open Lipschitz map from a certain neighbourhood of the point ρ
into 8?". If, in addition, there are no (n+1, 45)-burst points near p, then the
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map φ is a bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism between a certain neighbourhood of the
point ρ and a domain in R".
5.5. Remark. Below (see 9.4) we shall show that under the conditions of the
second half of the theorem, if δ > 0 is sufficiently small, then φ is an "almost
isometric" map from a certain neighbourhood of the point ρ onto a domain in
R". The map φ is called the explosion map.
To prove the second assertion of Theorem 5.4 we need the following
lemma which will be useful later on.
5.6. Lemma. Let p, q, r, s be points in a space with curvature >fc. If
\qs\ < 5-min{\pq\, \rq\) and %.pqr > π — δ ] , then
| £ p g s + Ζ rqs-Λ | <106+26,.
(In particular, if geodesies exist, then the angles Zpqs, i^rqs are little different
from the corresponding angles i^pqs, i^rqs.)
Proof. The inequality Zpsq + %rqs —π < δι follows directly from condition
(D) for the quadruple (q; p, s, r). To prove the second inequality we first
note that Zpsr > π — 4δ—δι — this follows from a consideration of the plane
triangles Aprs, Apqr.
In addition, it is obvious that t±pqs+ i^psq > π—2δ, i±rqs + i^rsq > π—2δ.
Therefore the second assertion of the lemma follows from condition (D) for
the quadruple (s; p, q, r). •
5.7. Corollary. Let p, q, r, s, t be points in a space with curvature ~&k such
that\qs\ < b-vaia{\pq\, \rq\}, %pqr > π — δ , and also \\pq\ — \ps\\ < §-\qs\
and %qts > π — δ . Then each of the angles Zptq, %.pts, T^rtq, %rts satisfies
the inequality
| £ . . . - π / 2 | < 1006+26».
The proof is not complicated and we leave it to the reader.
5.8. Proof of Theorem 5.4. To prove the first part it is sufficient to verify
that φ is (1 — 2ηδ)-ορβη with respect to the distance in R" as determined by
R

1

the norm | | x | | = ^ Ι * Ί , where χ = (χ , ..., χ"). Let the point q be near to
p, let (f>(q) = q, and let r be close to q. We find the point r e φ ( r ) as the
limit of a sequence constructed inductively by the rule: q\ = q, and if gy_i is
already constructed, then we take as qj the point on the two-link broken line
a^j-iba which is at a distance r a from aa, where a is the index for which
11 a,qj_11 — r'| is maximal.
For definiteness, let qj lie on the geodesic ^·_ι6 α . Since %fla?/-i?/ >
> &aaqj-iba > π —δ, then |[aa?y_il— r a [ > | qj-\q}\ cos δ. If we take into
account that %.aiqj-\qj ^ 4<ii?/-i6 a > π/2—δ when i Φ a, and on the
other hand Z<ii^lj-iqj < 2n—f^.aiqJ-iaa.— Zaaqj-iqj < π/2+ 26, we get, when
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\qj-\qj\ is sufficiently small and i Φ α,

<2ό· Ι ^ - , Ι + ΙΙα,^-,Ι-Ρ^ (26/cos δ) •
Hence Δ ; = | [ φ ( ? , ) - Η | = ^\\aiqj\-V\

< («-l)25/cos

+ Δ / _ 1 -|Ι<Μ/-ιΙ-Γ α Ι = Δ / _Γ-(1-2(η-1)δ/<κ>8δ)||α. ? ,_ι|-? ϊ |. Thus
Aj-i — Aj ^ (cos δ —2(η —1)δ) | ^ _ i i y [ > (1— 2ηδ) \qj-iqj\, and in addition
<A/_i(l-(l-2(n-l)8/cos δ)/η) < Δ,_ι Π - — ^ J

according to the

choice of α, Δ,. Therefore, if δ < l/2n, the sequence qj converges to some
point r, where <p(r) = r and \qr\ < (1 — 2nh)\qr\.
To prove the second part of the theorem all that remains is for us to verify
that φ is one-to-one in a sufficiently small neighbourhood U of the point p.
We choose the neighbourhood U so small that the pairs (α;·, bt) form an
(η,6)-explosion for every point qeU and diam U < (0.01)6 min { |pat |, \pbt \}.
If we had φ(χ) = φ(γ) for χ, y e U, then, according to Corollary 5.7, the
pairs (ait bi), together with the pair (x, y), would form an
(«+1, 46)-explosion for the midpoint of the geodesic xy, which contradicts the
condition. •
We need the following lemma in order to characterize the dimension of the
space with the help of burst points.
5.9. Lemma. Given an arbitrarily small δ' > 0 there are points having
(n, 8')-explosions in any neighbourhood of a point having an (n, 5)-explosion
with δ < l/8n.
Proof. Let the point ρ have an (n, 6)-explosion (a,·, 6,) with δ < 1/8η. We
construct the desired (n, 5')-burst point p' as the last term of the sequence
Po — p, .... pn = />' in which each point pj has an (n, 4e)-explosion (aj, b{)
such that %a{pjb{ > π—δ'/4 for i < j and %.a{pjai > π/2 — δ', %b{pjbi· >
> π/2 - δ ' , ZaiPjbi > π/2-δ' if i Φ V and i, V < j .
The sequence is constructed inductively. Let pj be already constructed;
then we take as pJ+\ the midpoint of the geodesic pjqj, where qj is a
point very near to pj for which \pja{\ = \qja{\ when i Φ j+ 1, but
\pjaJ+\\ Φ \qjaj+\\\ the construction of this point is ensured by the first part
of the proof of Theorem 5.4. We take as points of the explosion a{+l = a{
and b{+l = b{ when i Φ j+ 1, a]t\ = pJf bjt] = qj. To verify this it is
obvious that we only need Z-PjPj+\ai > n/2—6' for i < y+1 and analogous
inequalities with b{ instead of a{ and/or qj instead of pj and/or δ instead of δ'
for i > y'+l. These inequalities are ensured by Corollary 5.7 and the
induction assumption. •
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§6. Dimension
6.1. In a space with curvature bounded below, the number η is called the
burst index near ρ if, for an arbitrarily small δ > 0, there are («, 8)-burst
points in any neighbourhood of this point but the analogous condition with η
replaced by η + 1 is not satisfied (« is a natural number or 0). If there is no
such n, then we suppose the burst index to be oo. We show that in such a
space the burst indices near the various points are equal and coincide with its
Hausdorff dimension. In fact, in what follows (up to §10) the Hausdorff
measure and Hausdorff dimension do not play an essential role; instead we
use the rough volume and the rough dimension defined below.
6.2. Definition. The rough α-dimensional volume Vra(X) of a bounded set X in
a metric space is lim sup ε°βΛ{ε)) where β.*(ε) is the largest possible number of
ε-*0

points at e X that are at least ε pairwise distant from each other. The value
β^ε) = oo is not excluded a priori.
inf{a : Vra(X) = 0} = sup{a : Vra(X) = oo} is called the rough dimension
dimr X. Obviously dimr X > dirnjy X, where dim# is the Hausdorff
dimension. We also note that if / : X -> Υ is a Lipschitz map, then
dimHf(X)
< dim# X and dim r /(Z) < dimr X; if/is bi-Lipschitz, then
d i m * / ( * ) = dim* X, dim r /(Z) = dim, X.
6.3. Lemma. Let u, ο e Μ be points in a space with curvature not less than k,
and let U and V be their neighbourhoods. Then, if U and V are sufficiently
small, dimr U = dimr V.
Proof. Since u and ϋ may be joined in Μ by a sequence of near points, then
we may suppose that u and υ are so near to each other and U and V are so
small that conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) are satisfied for triangles with vertices
in U U V.
Let dimr V > a > 0. Then lim sup εαβρ(ε) = oo and hence for some
E->0

sequence ε,· -+ 0 we have εfβp(εί) > c > 0. For every i there is a collection
of points c\, ..., cNi e V which are at least ε,· pairwise distant from each other
and such that ζ°Νι 5= c. We fix in U a ball Β = BU(R) and some geodesies
ucj and we choose points bj on them so that \ubj\ =-=r \ucj\, where
D = sup{ | MX | : χ e V). Clearly the points bj lie in Β and by condition (B)
are not less than ε/ = BR/D distant from each other. Now we have

consequently VrJJJ) > 0 and in this way dimr U > dimr V.
If we exchange U and V we get the assertion of the lemma. •
6.4. Lemma, Let ρ € Μ be a point in a space with curvature bounded below.
Then for a sufficiently small neighbourhood U a ρ the burst index of Μ near ρ
is equal to dimr U and equal to dim ff U.
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Proof. We assume first that the burst index of Μ near ρ is equal to oo, that
is, for an arbitrarily large η and an arbitrarily small δ > 0 there are
(«, 8)-burst points in any neighbourhood U Β p. By Theorem 5.4 there is
some neighbourhood U\ C U of the (n, 6)»burst point ρ ι e U that admits a
Lipschitz open map into R", whence we have dim,. U ^ dim,. U\ ^ η and
dim^ U ^ dkaH U\ ^ n. Since this is true for any natural number n, then
in this case dim r U = aim.H U = oo.
Now let the burst index of Μ near ρ be η and let η be a natural number
(the case η = 0 is trivial—in this case Μ is a point). Then by definition of
the burst index and by Lemma 5.9 there are no («+1, l/8(n+ l))-burst points
in some neighbourhood U Β p. Therefore Theorem 5.4 ensures that there is a
bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism from some neighbourhood U\ C U of an
(«, l/100«)-burst point p\ e U onto a domain in R". This immediately implies
that dimr U\ = n, dimH U\ = n. By Lemma 6.3 we get dim, U = dim,. U\ = η
and finally dim f f U = n, since dim# U\ < dim# U < dimr U. •
6.5. Corollary. The burst indices near the various points of a space with
curvature bounded below are equal. They coincide with its Hausdorff dimension.
If the burst indices are finite, then they coincide with the topological dimension
of the space.
Proof. The first assertion is implied by Lemmas 6.4 and 6.3, the second by
Lemma 6.4 (it is easy to verify that a space is separable if the burst indices
are finite). To prove the third assertion we note that on the one hand it is
known that the topological dimension of any metric space does not exceed its
Hausdorff dimension, and on the other hand, if the burst index of the space
near a point is equal to n, then by Theorem 5.4 some neighbourhood of
an (n, l/100n)-burst point p\ near ρ is homeomorphic to IR" and hence has
topological dimension n. •
6.6. Remark. We have not been able to prove that a space with curvature
bounded below which has finite topological dimension must have finite burst
indices.
By a finite-dimensional space with curvature bounded below (FDSCBB) we
shall mean a space with finite burst indices. By Corollary 6.5 one can talk
about the dimension of a FDSCBB without danger of ambiguity. Later on
we shall be dealing exclusively with FDSCBB.
6.7. Corollary. If Μ is an η-dimensional SCBB, then for any δ > 0 the set of
(n, S)-burst points is everywhere dense in M.
A point in a FDSCBB is said to be an η-burst point if it is an (n, 5)-b\Jist
point for a sufficiently small (depending on the context) δ > 0.
6.8. Corollary. In a complete FDSCBB any bounded set is precompact.
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In fact an argument analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.3, but
using, instead of condition (B), the global version of it that comes from
Theorem 3.2, shows that in a complete η-dimensional SCBB any bounded set
has a finite «-dimensional rough volume and further has finite ε-nets for
all ε > 0.
6.9. Remark. The results of §§5, 6 retain part of their strength if the inequality
in condition (D) is replaced by a weaker inequality %.bac+ %.cad+ i^bad <
< 2π + e m , where zm is a positive number depending only on the upper bound
m of the Hausdorff dimensions of the spaces under consideration. (This
inequality is, in a certain sense, an integral bound for the negative curvature.)
For sufficiently small zm > 0 one can determine inductively, starting with the
largest n, positive numbers δΠ, 1 < η < m + l, such that Theorem 5.4 retains
its strength when 0 < δ < δΛ and in the second assertion ( n + 1 , 4δ) is
replacd by (n+ 1, δ η + j). If now in defining the burst index near a point we
only take into account the (n, ew)-burst points, then the sets Mn, 0 < η < m,
consisting of the points of Μ near which the burst index is η form a
"stratification" of the space M, that is, the union of all Mn with numbers less
than / is open in Μ for any /, and in every Mn the set of («, en)-burst points
(which is a topological η-manifold) is open and dense.
§7. The tangent cone and the space of directions
7.1. Content of the section.

The tangent cone at a point of a FDSCBB, which we define in this section,
generalizes the concept of the tangent space at a point of a Riemannian
manifold and of the tangent cone at a point of a convex hypersurface. To a
first approximation it characterizes the metric in a neighbourhood of the
point. The tangent cone to a point of a FDSCBB is a cone (in the sense of
4.2) over a compact space with curvature > 1 , whose dimension is 1 less than
that of the original space; thus the tangent cone is (by Proposition 4.2.3) a
space of non-negative curvature and its dimension is the dimension of the
space. As in the case of a convex hypersurface the tangent cone depends
semicontinuously on the point of the space. In addition we show that the
tangent cone changes continuously when the point moves along the interior of
a geodesic.(1)
One natural definition of a tangent cone would be: one has to take the
Hausdorff limit of "blown u p " small neighbourhoods of the chosen point.
For technical reasons we begin with another definition, which is based on the
concept of the space of directions.

(1)

In fact the tangent cone here does not change at all. This was recently proved by
A. Petrunin.
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7.2. Space of directions.
Let ρ e Μ be a point in a FDSCBB. Geodesies with origin ρ are considered
to be equivalent if they form a zero angle with each other; in this case one of
them is a part of the other. The set of equivalence classes of geodesies with
origin ρ is endowed with a metric in which the distance is the angle between
the geodesies at the point p. This metric space is denoted by Σρ and its
metric completion is called the space of directions at the point ρ and is
denoted by Σρ.
7.2.1. Remark. Usually (see [8]) the space of directions is defined somewhat
differently: one considers those curves with origin ρ e Μ that form a zero
upper angle with themselves at ρ ("having direction"); two such curves are
considered equivalent if they form a zero upper angle with each other at p.
The set of equivalence classes with the natural angle metric is called the space
of directions Σ$.
It can be shown that in the case of a FDSCBB this definition gives the
same space Σρ as in 7.2. We know a proof of this which is simple but is
based on the following Theorem 7.3.
7.3. Theorem. The space of directions at any point of a FDSCBB is compact.
Proof. To show that Σρ is compact it is sufficient to find a finite ε-net in Σρ
for any ε > 0. Therefore the theorem follows from the particular case
m = 0 of the following lemma.
7.4. Lemma. For any integers η ^ 1, 0 < m < n, and a real number ε > 0
there exist a real number δ = δ(«, m, ε) > 0 and a natural number
Ν = N(n, m, ε) with the following property. In an η-dimensional SCBB there
cannot exist points p, ait bit cj, 1 < i < m, 1 < j =ζ N, such that

(1) ΊΓ cjpai > π/2 — 6, Ζ cjpbi > π/2— 6, Ζ c}pcj, > ε when j Φ /'
and the pairs (a,·, bi) form an (m, 8)-explosion at p.
To prove Lemma 7.4 we need the following technical assertion, which will
be used later on.
7.5. Lemma. Let {pat} be a finite collection of geodesies in a FDSCBB.
Then for any δ > 0 there is a neighbourhood U of the point ρ (depending on
the collection of geodesies and on δ) such that the angles of all the triangles
Apqr with vertices q, r on the parts of the geodesies pai which are in U differ
from the corresponding angles of the triangles Apqr by no more than δ.
Proof It is sufficient to consider the case of two geodesies pa, pb. Let
R > 0 be so small that if ax e pa, b\ e pb are such that \pa\\ < R,
\pb\\ < R, then i^a\pb\ — %.a\pb\ < δ/2. We now consider any Αραφι with
a\ e pa, b\ e pb and \pa\\ < (Ο.Ι)δΛ, \pb\\ < (Ο.Ι)δΛ. Let the pointJ>2 e pb
be such that \pb%\ = R. Clearly, if we add the triangles Δραφ\ and
φφ
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on the plane externally along the side 3i6i, then we obtain a convex
quadrangle, and by comparing this with the triangle Aa\pb2 we get
4 &ipbi 4 ' $. «A j&i— 4 o,p6j —
e

4 α AP =

— ( 4 P«A — 4 p A — ^*- MA) 41

Therefore

4Ρ&Λ—1

l

i ^ (^ Ρ^ιαι 4 4&Λ β ι ).
i— X 0^*2) + 4 αφφχ—

4 «A?

<

since the difference in the brackets does not exceed 8/2 and 4016261 ^ 8/2.
Similarly we get Αραφ\ — ϋραφχ < δ. •
7.6. Proof of Lemma 7.4. We use inverse induction with respect to m for
fixed n. In the case m = η one can take JV = 1,8 = 1/100/t since, if the
points ρ, α;, b{, c satisfied conditions (1), then a point pi of the geodesic pc
that is sufficiently near ρ would be a («+1, 28)-burst point, which is
impossible.
Induction step. We take 8 and JV such that
(2)

o(ro, e)<0.001e6(ro+l, ε/2),

Let the points ρ, α*, 6j, cj satisfy conditions (1) for given m, ε and chosen
JV, 8. By making a small shift in ρ along the geodesic pcN and renaming
«m+i = P> 6 m + i = cN we may suppose that the points p, ait bit cj,
l < i < m + l , l < y < JV—1, satisfy the conditions analogous to (1) in
which 8 is replaced by 28 and the inequalities i\am+\pcj > ~—5,
%bm+ipcj > χ— δ are excluded. By making a shift in the points ai, 6/, cj
towards ρ we may suppose that they are in a zone where Lemma 7.5 applies.
By the inductive hypothesis there cannot exist more than JVf m + 1, -A — 1 of
the points cj for which Ham+ipcj

> y—38 and 46 m+ i/»c/ > y—38.

Therefore in view of (3) we may suppose that among the cj there are at least
i

^ J of them for which y < %.am+ipcj < £>a

< Z.am+ipcj + 8 < -z—28. In turn one can find at least Nun + 1,^-J of
these points such that for any two of them |(py— <p/-| < (0.01)8, where
φ^ = Z-Om+iPCj. If we now take points p\ on pam+\ and cj on pc/ such that
\pcj\ = I W i l ( c o s Ψ;)"1» Λβη the points />i, e i ( bit cj provide a contradiction
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ε

to the inductive hypothesis. In fact the inequality i^Cjpcy > •= follows easily
from our construction and the condition |<py—cpy | < (0.01)6. The relation
between \ppx\ and \pcj\ and Lemma 7.5 implies that %am+\p\Cj > y—106,
&bm+iP\Cj > χ—106.
> j—5\m

Finally to prove the inequalities %.atp\Cj >

+ l,-z), 1 =ξ i < m (and the analogous inequalities with bt instead

of a,·) it is sufficient to show that ΙΙα,-c,·! — \α{ρι\\ is bounded above by \p\Cj\.
Since <py $s - , then \p\cj\ > (0.1)e(|/>i/>| + l/>iC/l)· On the other hand

\\aicj\-\atpx\\ < \\aip\-\aipx\\ + \\aic~j\-\aip\\ < 56([/>i/>| + [/?c,|). This, in

view of condition (2), implies the required inequality. •

7.7. Definition. The tangent cone Cp at the point ρ of a FDSCBB Μ is the
cone over the space of directions Σρ.
The map exp^ is defined in the standard way with values in M, and with
domain of definition a certain subset Cp C. Cp; this subset, generally
speaking, may not contain any neighbourhood of the vertex of the cone Cp.
(The inverse map exp^ 1 , considered as a multi-valued map, is defined on
all M; this map, generally speaking, is not continuous. It becomes singlevalued (but is still not continuous) if it is considered as a map from the set of
geodesies with origin ρ in Cp.)
7.8. Let Χ, Υ be a metric space, ν > 0. The map / : X -* Υ is called a
(Hausforff) v-approximation if 11 f(xi)f(xj) \ — \x\Xi\\ < ν for any xu x2 e X
and Υ is contained in the v-neighbourhood Uv(f(X)).
We say that the
compact metric spaces Xt converge in the sense of Hausdorff to a compact
metric space X if for arbitrarily small ν > 0 and sufficiently large numbers i
there exist v-approximations /< : Xt -*• X. There are other equivalent
definitions of Hausdorff convergence for compact spaces; Hausdorff
convergence can also be defined for non-compact spaces with a base point
(see [19]).
7.8.1. Theorem. Let (M, p) be a FDSCBB and let ρ e M. Then the spaces
with base point (Μ, ρ, λρ) converge in the sense of Hausdorff as λ -> οο to the
tangent cone Cp.
Proof. Let BX{R) denote the ball in Μ in the metric λρ with centre ρ and
radius R, and let Β (R) be the ball in Cp of radius R with centre at the vertex
of the cone Cp. By definition ([19], 3.14) we need to verify that B\R + X~X)
converges to Β (R) in the Hausdorff metric as λ -» oo. For this, according to
[19], 3.5(b), it is sufficient to verify that for any ε > 0 there exists an ε-net in
1
B(R) which is the limit of ε-nets in λ
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As B(R) is compact, we can choose there a finite ε/2-net. With a suitable
choice of this net and for λ sufficiently large the map ξ -*• cxpp λ - 1 ξ takes
this into an ε-net in Β\ϋ + λ~λ) where the (Xp)-distances between the points
are near to the corresponding distances between points of the original net.
The reader will not find it difficult to convert this argument into a rigorous
proof. •
7.9. Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorem 7.8.1 the tangent cone Cp is a
space of non-negative curvature.
In fact the metric of Cp is intrinsic, as a Hausdorff limit of the intrinsic
metrics λρ (see [19]). If (M, p) is a space with curvature >fc, then (Μ, λρ) is
a space with curvature not less than kk~2. It is immediately clear from
Definition 2.3 that the limit space Cp is a space with curvature not less than

7.10. Corollary. If, under the conditions of Theorem 7.8.1, dim Μ > 1, then
the space of directions Σρ is a space with curvature not less than 1.
This is implied directly by Corollary 7.9 and Proposition 4.2.3.
7.11. Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorem 7.8.1
dim Z,==dim Μ — i
or, what is equivalent, dim Cp = dim M.
To prove that dim Cp > dim Μ it is sufficient to compare the rough
volume of the small ball Bp(R) C Μ with the rough volume of the ball
B(R) C Cp. The corresponding inequality is easily obtained by using the map
BP(R) -* B(R) inverse to the exponential map (see 7.7).
To prove the opposite inequality dim Σρ < dim M— 1 it is sufficient to
note the following. Let the point q' e Σρ have an η-explosion (a/, 6/). It may
be supposed that a/, b( are arbitrarily near to q' (a{, b{ e Σρ), and let q' be
represented by the geodesic pz. Let q be an interior point of the geodesic pz
sufficiently near to p. Then q has an (n+ l)-explosion (a<, bt), where an+u
bn+\ are points on the geodesic pz and, when i < n, at, bi are points
representing a/, 6/on the geodesies, such that |/>e,| = \pbt\ = \pq\. •
7.12. Corollary. A homogeneous finite-dimensional space with curvature
bounded below is a Riemannian manifold.
In fact, according to a paper of Berestovskii [7], for this it is sufficient to
prove that the assertion of Theorem 7.8.1 is satisfied at least at one (and
hence at every) point of the space and moreover Cp is isometric to R"; the
last fact is implied immediately by 9.5, 6.7.
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7.13. Let Χ, Υ be compact metric spaces. By definition X < Υ if there exists
a non-contracting (not necessarily continuous) map / : X -*• Y, that is, such
that | f(x)f(y) \ > \xy\. It is easy to see that X < Υ if any finite subset of
some everywhere dense subspace χ C X admits a non-contracting map into Y.
It can also be verified that if Χ ^ Υ ^ X, then X and Υ are isometric. We
shall write lim inf X{ > A' if for any Hausdorff subsequence Xt —• Υ that
i-too

*

converges in the metric we have Υ ^ X. Similarly one can give a meaning to
the inequality lim sup Xt < X.
ί—κ»

7.14. Theorem (on the semicontinuity of tangent cones). Ifqt, ρ e Μ are
points in a FDSCBB and qt -> p, then lim inf Σ9ι ^ Σρ.
Proof. Let {pj} be a subsequence of {qi} such that Σρ —• Σ. Let us verify
that Σ > Σρ. We take a finite ε-net Αε = {<?{, ..., an} in Σ^ so that the
geodesic pat goes out in the direction a/. Let α'μ e Σρ be the direction of the
di
W have
h
(
2 8 1 ) lim
li inf
i f ϊ±α{ρ/α!· > Αοιρα^, that
h iis,
geodesic
p/at. We
(see
2.8.1)
liminf \αι^αμ·\ > |β<α<Ί· Some point bu ε Σ will correspond to each point
y-»oo

ajisuch that Ια/,α/,-1 —l^yArl ~* 0> consequently liminf \bjibjr\ > Ια,α,Ί·
Thus we can define a non-contracting map Λε -* Σ by considering one of
the limit points of the sequence bji as the image of the point at. •
7.15. Our next aim is to prove that the tangent cone is continuous when a
point moves along the interior of a geodesic. In fact we shall prove, after
some preliminary considerations, a somewhat stronger assertion.
Let ρ be an interior point of the geodesic ab in the FDSCBB M.
Then the points a', b' e Σρ that are images of the geodesies pa and pb
respectively are at a maximal possible distance π in the space Σρ with
curvature > 1. Hence it is not difficult to deduce from the angle comparison
theorem in Σ^ that Σρ is the spherical suspension (in the sense of 4.3.1) over a
space of one less dimension with curvature > 1 , which naturally identifies with

= {ξβΣρ:\ξα'\

A

= | } = {ξ ε Σρ : [ξ6'|= ΐ } .

p

7.16. Theorem. Let p be an interior point of the geodesic ab in the FDSCBB
M, and let the sequence {/»,·} of points in ab converge to p. Then APl converges
to Ap in the Hausdorff metric.
Proof. In order to show that liminf Ap > Ap it is sufficient to repeat with
I—»0O

small alterations the proof of Theorem 7.14, taking into account that if the
point χ e Μ is near to ρ and (\px\ <^ min{ \pa\, \pb\}), then for sufficiently
large i the angles i^xpa and i^xpia are near.
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To prove the opposite inequality lim sup ΛΛ < Ap we consider the
following construction. Let the points r, p, q be situated on the geodesic ab
so that the order is: a, r, p, q, b. Let the points r\, r2 be near to r, and let
the points p\, P2 lie on the geodesies qr\, qr2 so that —^ = iU-2± — I±£-l

We

assume that the angles t>.r\rp, l±r2rp are near to π/2 and | r i r | = \r2r\ <
•^ \pr\ < \pq\ < min{\pa\, | \pb\}. Then, as we shall show below, the
angles %.p\pq, ~k.pipq are near to π/2, while \pp\\ and \pp2\ are near to
-T^J·. Therefore, since \p\p2\ ^ I r\r2\ ·-.—\ by condition (B), then
W\
W\
cannot be substantially less than 1\Τ\ττ2. Thus the construction described,
taking p{ as r, enables us to establish, using standard arguments, that
lim sup ΛΛ < Ap and thus to conclude the proof of the theorem. All that
i—»oo

remains is for us to verify the assertions stated here without proof.
7.17. Lemma. Let the points α, τ, ρ, q, b, τ\, ρ\ be as in the construction
described above. Then there exists δ > 0 (not depending on the given points)
such that if\rr\\ < 82\pr\, | & r i i y —π/21 < δ, \qr\ < δ m i n { | a r | , \bq\), then
a)

+ 50.

Proof. By applying condition (C) and the cosine formula we get

|φ·ι I < (I qr \* + I rrj ρ — 21 qr \ \ rrx \ cos A

< IV I—Ι "ΊΙ ο* *· VP + Tf^rJ *
In addition
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By adding these four inequalities we get

or

|-3δ)
hence 4 rxqr < (1 -f 2 δ ) ή ^ 1 .
To prove (b) we note that if 1\T\rq < ——28, then
I S^i i = (I rq | 2 + | rri |* - 21 rq \rrr | cos 4 rxrq)* < | r ? | — - | δ | rr x |.
On the other hand, by condition (C), taking into account that 4arrj < ^ + 8 ,
we get
3
Iari Ι <Ξ ( | a r I2 + I rri I2 — 2 | ar 11 rr x | cos 4 arr^* <[ | ar \ -f- -9" δ | r r t |.
By combining these two inequalities with the triangle inequality \ar\ + \rq\ =
= \aq\ < |aril +1 V\\ we get a contradiction.
Assertion c) follows from assertion b), conditions (B), (C), and assertion a):
(1 _ 2δ) J f l i f < 4 rgr, < 4 P9Pi < 4 r 1<7 r < (1 + 2 6 ) - i p f .
We note that c) and the conditions of the lemma imply that \pp\\ < 282\pq\.
The lower bound i^Pipq ^ i\P\P<l > v—38 follows in an elementary way
from b) and c). To conclude the proof of the lemma it remains for us to
η

verify that &rppi > j—38.

Let us assume that this is not so. Then

On the other hand, condition (A) implies that \p\r\ > \ρ{τ\, where "ρλ is a
point on the side q7\ of the triangle Aqrri, dividing it in the same ratio as
the point ρ ι divides the geodesic qr. Thus

r

l? l
These inequalities imply that 2\pp\\ <

• , , which contradicts c). •
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7.18. Remark. A stronger assertion holds for a convex hypersurface in R"
and this follows immediately from the results of Milka [25]: the tangent cones
at the interior points of geodesies on a convex hypersurface are mutually
isometric (but of course not necessary congruent as subsets of R"). We do
not know whether an analogous assertion is true for a FDSCBB (see p. 22).
7.19. We shall separate the points of a FDSCBB into two classes: interior
points and boundary points. The boundary of a FDSCBB is defined by
induction in the following way.
A one-dimensional SCBB Μ is a manifold and the boundary of Μ is by
definition the boundary of this manifold. Now let Μ be an η-dimensional
SCBB, where η > 1. The point ρ e Μ is considered to be a boundary point if
the space of directions Σρ is an (n—l)-dimensional SCBB with non-empty
boundary. If however Σρ does not have a boundary, then ρ is called an
interior point of M.
We note that all («, 8)-burst points of Μ for sufficiently small δ > 0 are
interior points (see 9.6). With regard to the boundary see also §12 and 13.3.
Conventions and notation
In what follows we shall, without specifically saying so, use the following
notation.
1. If A is a subset of the FDSCBB Μ and the point ρ e Μ does not belong
to A, then A' C Σ ρ , as a rule, denotes the set of directions of all possible
geodesies ρ A, that is, geodesies pa such that a e A and \pa\ = \pA\.
Moreover, within the limits of a single argument, A' may denote subsets of the
spaces of directions at various points, say A' C Σρ and A' C Σ ? ; we remove
ambiguity by indicating in every case the point at which we are dealing with
the space of directions. In certain especially stipulated cases A' e Σρ may
denote the direction of some single geodesic ρ A.
2. We let c denote positive "constants". This notation ignores whether such
"constants" depend on the dimension of the FDSCBB (and also on the lower
bound of the curvature). The "constants" depending on certain parameters
α, Π, ξ are denoted by c(a, Π, ξ). If we wish to emphasize that the given
"constant" does not depend on the parameter a (but may depend on the other
parameters), we write c[a].
3. We let κ denote positive functions that are infinitesimally small at zero.
Moreover the functions κ may also depend on parameters (which are not
necessarily present in the notation), but for any fixed values of parameters the
function κ is infinitesimally small in all of its variables. For example, the
function v[a](5,R) may depend on certain additional parameters but not on a,
and for any fixed values of parameters κ[α](δ, R) -* 0 as δ, R -* 0. As a
rule the "constants" c and the functions κ could be explicitly indicated.
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Moreover the variables of κ are assumed to be so small that for all κ and c
taking part in the argument that have to be compared, we have κ < c.
4. We let δ and R (possibly with indices) denote positive real numbers which
should be considered to be arbitrarily small. Here, as a rule, the "ceiling" of
admissible values of δ could be explicitly indicated, depending on the
dimension and the "degree of degeneracy" of the FDSCBB under consideration
(see below 8.7 and 12.1), whereas the "ceiling" of admissible values of R
depends on random circumstances.
§8. Estimates of rough volume and the compactness theorem
In this section we gather together several assertions which concern estimates
of the rough volume of a FDSCBB. These estimates are qualitative in
character and do not pretend to be exact. The theorem that the class of
FDSCBB with bounded diameter is compact turns out to be a simple
consequence of an estimate of the rough volume.
8.1. We introduce a function ty(k, D) defined as follows: ψ(£, D) =
= max{ \pr\(&pqr)~l for triangles Apqr on the fc-plane such that \pq\ < D,
\qr\ < D, \pr\ > 2\\pq\-\qr\\).
It is easily seen that \|/(fc, D) is a finite positive number, ty(k, D) = O(D)
o
for any fixed k, and for fixed k > 0 the function \|/(fc, D) is bounded. We
shall often omit the variable k in the function ψ.
8.2. Lemma. Let ρ € Μ be a point in a complete η-dimensional SCBB;
suppose that A C Μ, Γ C Σρ are such that for every point a e A other than ρ
there is a geodesic pa such that a' e Γ. Then

where D = diam (A \J {p}),

Z)1=maxjap| — min|ap|.
eA

ae.A

Proof. If we take β,<(ε) points in A whose distance from each other is at least
ε, there are at least β^(ε) · ί — - + 1J

of them such that their distances to ρ

differ pairwise by not more than ε/2. Thus by the angle comparison theorem
we get β^(ε) · ί —^ + 1 I

points in Γ at a pairwise distance of at least

ε/ψ(Ζ>). We obtain the inequality

^Γ(^Τ^)

>$A(E)(—-+

1

)

f r o m

w n i c h

we get the assertion of the lemma if we let ε tend to 0. •
8.3. CoroUary. For complete η-dimensional spaces with curvature > 1 w have
the bound Vrn(M) < c(n). In addition β^(ε) < c(n)z~n for all ε > 0.
The proof is by an obvious induction taking into account that diam Μ < π.
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8.4. Corollary. For complete η-dimensional spaces with curvature ~^k and
with diam Μ < D we have the bound Vrn(M) < c(n, k, D). In addition,
βλί(ε) «ξ c(n, k, D)e~" for all ε > 0.
8.5. Let 501(η, k, D) denote the metric space (with Hausdorff metric)
consisting of complete spaces with curvature not less than k, dimension not
greater than n, and diameter not greater than D. We consider 50t(«. k, D) as
a subspace (which is complete in the Hausdorff metric) of the space of all
compact metric spaces.
Theorem. The space 501 = 50l(n, k, D) is compact.
Proof. Let us check first that 501 contains its limit points. In fact, if Μι e 501,
where Μ is a compact metric space and M,· -*• Μ in the sense of Hausdorff,
then obviously diam Μ < D and by [19], Proposition 3.8 the metric of Μ is
intrinsic. The fact that this metric has curvature not less than k follows
trivially from the definitions. Finally, the condition dim Μ < η is satisfied,
since the presence in Μ of a (greater than «)-burst point would imply the
presence of such points in Mi. We now check that 501 is precompact. It was
shown in [19] (see also [20]) that for this it is sufficient to show that for any
ε > 0 there is a natural number Ν(ε) such that any space Μ e 501 has an
ε-net of Ν(ε) points. But the existence of such an Ν(έ) follows directly from
Corollary 8.4. •
The idea of the proof of the next lemma is due to Cheeger [10].
8.6. Lemma. Let p\> ..., pm be points in a compact η-dimensional SCBB. We
let pij denote the set of directions of the geodesies PiPfin ~LP). We assume that
for each number i, 1 < i < m, there are directions ξΓ e pi-\ti and ξ^+ e pl+ij
such that | ξ Γ , \t\ > π —δ, where i + 1 = 1 for i = m, i—\ = m for i = 1.
(We shall say that such points pt almost generate a closed geodesic.) Let
x
D = diam M, 5j - D~ m&\\pipi+i\. Then Vrn(M) < κ(δ, ϊ>χ)Ώψ-\Ό),
where the function κ depends on m as a parameter.
Proof. Let r e Μ be such that \ptr\ > δϊ~ 1/2 max \pjpj+\\ for all i. Then
(1)
On the other hand, for the direction r{ e ΣΡι of any geodesic ptr we have
(2)
whence
(3)
If we combine the inequalities (1) and (3) for all i, we may conclude that
all the inequalities (1)—(3) are nearly equalities, in particular | Z.rp1pi-i +
n\ < κ(δ, δ θ and | %.rpipi+1 + %τρι+ιρι-π\
< κ(δ, δι), whence
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| ZrPiPi-i+ ArPi+\Pi\ < κ(δ, δ]). If to is that number for which \ptr\ is
minimal, then Z-rp^p^+χ > - — κ ^ ) and Zrpiepi0-i
for any i we get &rpipi+i—-

> -ζ—κ(δι). Therefore

< κ(δ, δι). If we take into account that the

inequalities (2) are nearly equalities, we can assert, in particular that
| ξι+Γι'| —— < κ(δ, δι). If we apply Lemma 8.2 and Corollary 8.3 we get

Ί € Σ Λ : ||ξΜΐ -f| < " ( Μ ι ) } ) < κ(δ, δι), and again by Lemma 8.2
Vrn({r e Μ : \Pir\ > (δΓ Ι / 2 max |/>y/>,-il for all ι}) < κ(δ, d^DV^D).
finish the proof it is sufficient to note that by Lemma 8.2

Vrn((re= M:\Plr\<:(6Γ%

To

+ "»)max|ρ,ρ,^|»<κ(δ χ )Ζ>ψ-» (D). •

8.7. Remark. Vrn(M)(diam M\)/'~ 1 (diam M ) ) " 1 can serve as a nondegeneracy characteristic of the dimension for an η-dimensional compact
SCBB M. The results of this section imply that the existence of a (positive)
lower bound for this ensures a uniform lower bound for Vrn^i(Ep) over points
ρ 6 Μ and also a lower bound for the "lengths of almost closed geodesies".
In the case of non-compact FDSCBB there are similar arguments which show
that rough volumes Frn_i(X^) and the "lengths of almost closed geodesies"
are uniformly separated from zero on compact subsets.
§9. Theorems on almost isometry
9.1. We shall say that a complete finite-dimensional space Μ with curvature > 1
has an (m, 6)-explosion (Ait 2?,·), 1 < i ^ m, if Ait Bt C Μ are compact
subsets such that \Ait Bt\ > π—δ, \At, Bj\ > - — δ , \Ait Aj\ > ~—δ,
\B{, Bj\ > -ζ—δ when i φ j . Clearly a point ρ in a FDSCBB has an
(m, 6)-explosion if and only if its space of directions Σρ has an
(m, e)-explosion in the sense of the definition given above. We recall that for
sufficiently small δ > 0 an in, 0)-burst point in an η-dimensional space with
curvature bounded below has a neighbourhood that admits a bi-Lipschitz
homeomorphism onto a ball in R". In this section we show that this
homeomorphism is almost isometric for small δ > 0 (that is, the distortion
coefficient of the distance is near to 1). Correspondingly an («— l)-dimensional
space with curvature ~& 1 that has an (n, 6)-explosion turns out to be an
almost isometric unit sphere S"'1 (cf. Otsu, Shiohama, and Yamaguchi [27]).
9.2. The following assertions, which are based directly on the angle
comparison theorem and some elementary spherical geometry, are used
constantly in what follows.
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Lemma. Let Μ be a complete finite-dimensional space with curvature > 1 .
a) Let the sets Ai.Biform an (m, S)-explosion in Μ; ρ e M, \pAt\ > ——8,
\pBi\ > ——δ for all i. Then the sets A\, B(form an (m, y,(S))-explosion in Σρ.
b) Let A, B form a (1, S)-explosion in M;

p, q e Μ, \ρΑ\ > «—δ,

\pB\ > χ—δ. Let the points A, B, p, q be given on the unit sphere S2 such
that \ A 5 \ = π, \Ap\ = \Bp\ = ^, \\pq\-\pq\\ < δ, and also

where A', B', q' C. Σρ, and q' is the direction of one of the geodesies pq. Then
\\Aq\-\Aq\\ < κ(δ) and \\Bq\-\Bq\\ < κ(δ).
c) Let conditions b) be all satisfied except for (1) and assume instead that
\\Aq\-\Aq\\ < δ and \\Bq\-\Bq\\ < 8. Then either for the direction q' e Σρ
of any geodesic pq we have \il.Apq—\A'q'\\ < κ(8) and \%.Bp"(jf—\B'q'\\ < κ(δ),
or \pq\ < κ(δ), or \pq\ > π-κ(δ).
d) Let conditions c) be satisfied and let there be given points r on the
geodesic ρq and 7 on pq so that \\pr\ — \p7\\ < δ. Then either
\\Ar\-\2r\\<*($)
and \\Br\-\Br\\ <*($), or \Ap\ + \Aq\ + \pq\ > 2π-κ(δ),
or \Bp\ + \Bq\ + \pq\ > 2π-κ(δ).
The proofs of these assertions are not complicated and are left to the
reader.
9.3. Lemma. Let a complete (n—\)-dimensional space Μ with curvature ^ 1
have an {n, S)-explosion (Ai, Bt). Then for any point q e Μ we have

Proof. We use induction with respect to the dimension. If η - 2, the
assertion is obvious. To prove the induction step we chose an arbitrary point
ρ € An and construct the points A{, Bt (1 =ξ i! < 1), p, q on the unit sphere
S"~x so that (Ai, Bt) form an (n—1, 0)-explosion, where \pAi\ = \p~Bt\ = ^ for
all i, \pq\ = \pq\, and also | i,Atpq-\Aiq'\\
< κ(δ); here ^/, q' C Σ ρ , and
9' is the direction of one of the geodesies pq. The last requirement can be
(i-l

satisfied since by the inductive hypothesis ^ c o s 2 | Aiq' \ — 1 < κ(δ), because
by Lemma 9.2 a) the sets (Ai, Bf) form an (n—1, κ(δ))-βχρ1ο8ΐοη in Σρ.
Since \\Aiq'\ + \Biq'\—n\ < κ(δ), and t,Aipq + i^Bipq = π, we get
| %.Btpq—\Biq' \\ < κ(δ). Now to prove the induction step it is sufficient to
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apply Lemma 9.2 b) and suppose that
n—1

\ cos 2 1Aiq|=1 — cos2\pq\. Β
9.4. Theorem. Let Μ be an η-dimensional SCBB and let the point ρ Β Μ
have an (η, 5)-explosion (α{, bi). Then the map f: Μ -*• 03" given by
f(q) = ([ a\q \
| anq |) maps a small neighbourhood U of the point ρ almost
isometrically onto a domain in R".
The condition that / is almost isometric means that | [ f(q)f(r) | — | qr \ \ <
< κ(δ, δι) I qr \ for any points q, r e U, where
δχ = max {| pdi I"1 diam U,

| p6 t J"1 diam U).

Proof. In view of Theorem 5.4 we need verify only the condition for an almost
isometry. Let q, r e U. By Lemma 5.6 we have | %aiqr— Aaiqr\ < κ(δ, δι)
for any geodesies qr, qai and consequently
i r |

-cos<aigr|<x(6,61).

We can apply Lemma 9.3 to the direction r' € Σ , of the chosen geodesic qr if
we suppose that the sets a/, b{ C Σ ? form an (η, κ(δ, ei))-explosion in Σ9.

Thus | £ cos2 i,aiqr-\\ < κ(δ, δ,) and hence

_ι

< κ(δ, δι), which is what was required. •
9.5. Theorem. Let Μ be a complete (n—\)-dimensional space with curvature ^ 1
which has an (n, 5)-explosion (Ait B{). Then, for small δ > 0, Μ is almost
isometric to the unit sphere S"~i, that is, there exists a homeomorphism
f: Μ -*• Sn~l such that \\f{r)f(q)\-\rq\\ < v.(b)\rq\ is satisfied for any
q, r e M.
Proof. We consider the cone C{M) with vertex/? and the points ait bi e C(M)
such that the directions of the rays pa,, pb{ lie in At and B{ respectively.
Clearly (α ί ( b() form an (n, 6)-explosion at the point p. We can choose ait bi
so far from ρ that for the neighbourhood U = {q e C(M) : \pq\ < 2} the
assertion of the preceding theorem is satisfied with some function κ(δ) instead
of κ(δ, δι). Consider the map f : Μ -* S" 1 " 1 , which is a composite of the
map / constructed in the previous theorem and the central projection onto the
unit sphere with centre f(p). (We suppose, as usual, that Μ is embedded in
C(M) according to the rule χ -* (χ, 1).) We show t h a t / i s almost isometric.
Since / is almost isometric, we have | \f(q)f(p) 1 — 11 < κ(δ) for any^ point
q e Μ and consequently the absolute distortion of the distances with / is
small, that is, \\f(q)f(f)\ — \qr\\ < κ(δ) for any q, r e M. It remains to verify
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the condition of almost isometry for near points q, r. For this it is sufficient
to prove that if \qr\ < κ(δ), then

< κ(δ). Since in our

Af(p)f(q)f(r)—-z

case, as in the previous theorem, the inequalities (2) are satisfied (with κ(δ)
instead of κ(δ, δι)) and the analogous inequalities with ρ instead of r, it is
ι Jsufficient to verify that ^ cos ^.a{qr-cos

< κ(δ). This inequality is

1

implied by the following assertion. If we are given an (η, κ(δ))-βχρ1οδίοη
(αί, bl) in a complete (n— l)-dimensional space Σ, with curvature > 1 and the
π

points p', r' are such that \p'r'\ - - < κ(δ), then ^ c o s l a j r ' l coslaJ/1 <κ(δ).
The last assertion is implied by the fact that Σ ? , like Μ, admits a map into
the unit sphere Sn~l with small absolute distortion of distances. •
9.6. Corollary, (a) A complete (n—\)-dimensional space with curvature > 1
which has an (n, b)-explosion with δ > 0 sufficiently small is a space without
boundary.
(b) For sufficiently small δ > 0 the (n, S)-burst points in an n-dimensional
SCBB are interior points.
Proof. Assertion (a) is easily proved by induction with respect to dimension
taking into account Theorem 9.5 since, in a space which is almost isometric to
the standard sphere of the same dimension, any point has a maximum possible
explosion for the given dimension and consequently the space of directions
also has a maximal explosion at any point. Assertion (b) follows immediately
from (a). •
9.7. We say that the (m, δ)-βχρ1ο8Ϊοη (α<, b() at the point ρ is i?-long if
| atp | > b~lR, \btp\ > b~lR for all i. The set of points of the space Μ that
have .R-long (m, δ)-βχρ1ο8ΐοη is denoted by M(m, δ, R).
The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem.
9.8. Theorem. Let Μ, Μι be compact η-dimensional SCBB with the same
lower bound for the curvature. Suppose we are given an v-approximation
h : Mi -*• Μ. Then, if the numbers δ, v/83R are sufficiently small, there exists
a map h : Μι(η, δ, R) -+ Μ that is (uniformly) Cv-near to h and such that
\xy\

< κ ( 6 , ν/68Λ),

whenever | xy\ < δ3Λ.
We recall that a v-approximation was defined in 7.8.
9.9. Corollary. If, under the conditions of the theorem, each point of the space
Μ is an (n, 8)-burst point, then there exists α κ(δ, v)-almost isometry
Ji : Mi -*• Μ which is (uniformly) Cv-near to h.
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To prove the corollary it is sufficient to note that in this case
Μ = ΜΝ(η._δ, R) for some R > 0, and Ml = Mi(n, 105, R/10).
The map h is glued together from almost isometries on balls of radius 5R
using a partition of unity and the construction for the centre of gravity
described below (see [21]). After studying the properties of the centre of
gravity we give for completeness a formal proof of Theorem 9.8.
9.10. Centre of gravity.
Let the point ρ in an η-dimensional SCBB Μ have an («, 8)-explosion αι, bi
and l e t / : Μ -* R" be the corresponding explosion map (see 5.5). We fix a
small neighbourhood U of the point ρ such that/(t/) is convex in R". Then
for any finite collection of points X = (xu. ..., χι), x} e U, and collection of
weights W = (ΜΊ, ..., wi), Wj ^ 0, ^2WJ ~ 1> the centre of gravity is defined

9.11. Lemma. In addition to the assumptions o/9.10 let the point ρ have
another (n, S)-explosion (sit /,·) and let

'

diam U
min {I pat I, | p6<|) * min {I pst 1.1 pij |} [
i

i

>

be small. We assume that the collections of points in U, Q = (q, ..., q{) and

R = fa, ..., rf), satisfy
max {Iqf) |} <; (1 -{- δ) min {Iqfrj I},
and for every i, 1 < i < «,
| max 2^. s^q^j —— min

Then for any weights W1 and W2 such that \\Wl-W2\\
< &\ the centres of
gravity Qm and Rwi (with respect to the explosion (a,·, b{)) satisfy
\<lfj\

< κ (δ, δχ), I A Siqfj— A s&wRwA < x (δ,

for all j = 1, ..., /, i = 1, ..., n.
Proof We note that, for any q, r e U, any point ζ from the collection
{ait bit Si, U), and any geodesies qz, qr we have (by Lemma 5.6)
I %zqr—•Lrzqr\< κ(δ, δι). In addition, for any χ from the collection
{a,·, bt) and y from the collection {st, t{} we have | %xqy—%xry\ < κ(δ, δι)
and for any geodesies qx, qy \ %xqy— £>xqy\ < κ(δ, δι). Hence if we take
into account that the Σ % are almost isometric to S"~1, we deduce that
|max %.xqjrj—min %.xqjrj\ < κ(δ, δι) for any such point x. The last
estimate easily implies the assertion of the lemma. •
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9.12. Proof of Theorem 9.8. We choose, from the cover of the set
Mi = Μι(η, δ, R) by all possible balls of radius bR with centres in Mi, a
finite subcover {5Χ((δΛ)}, 1 < i < N\. We can suppose that balls a third as
small as before cover Mi and the multiplicity of the cover is bounded by a
number Ν which depends only on n. For each centre xt we choose an
i?-long (n, e)-explosion (sj, tj) and a 8J?-long (n, 6)-explosion (aj, bj),
1 =ζ j < n, and let fi denote the explosion map for (aj, bj). Clearly for small
ν > 0 the pairs (h((aj), h(bj)) form an (n, 26)-explosion at the point h(xt) and
we can consider the corresponding explosion map g{.
The composition hi = gflofj on BXl(SR) is κ(δ, v//?8)-almost isometric,
Cv-near to h. We introduce neighbourhoods Ui, Λ,·(5Χ/(δΛ/2)) C Ut C
C hi(BXl(8R)) such that the gi(Ut) are convex in D?" and we define the
functions φ; : Mi -> R by
(\ — 2\χχι\Ι6Β)«, if
9 i tX) =

' 0,

ie«

if χ e Μ \ Βχ. (δ/ί/2).

For an arbitrary point ζ ε Mi let us define the sequence {zt}, 1 < i ^ Ni,
inductively:
zi = Λι(ζ) if ζ e BXl(bR), and h(z) otherwise,
is the centre of gravity (with respect to the explosion map gi+ {) of the
points ζ,- and hi+ i(z) with weights 1 — ^ ' and φ ί + ι(ζ)/Σ,+1 respectively,
ί+ι
Σ
where Σ < + ι denotes 2_W](Z)· (If Σ{+\ = 0, we put z i + i = h(z).) We put
h~(z) = zNi. Obviously \zth(z)\ < Cv for all i, consequentlyj h(z)h(z) \ < Cv.
We still have to verify the condition of almost isometry for h in the small.
We first estimate the local Lipschitz constants of the functions φ;(χ)/Σ;(χ).
Let max q>j(x) = <f>je(x)· Then for y sufficiently near to χ we have
6R/2-\xxj.\
In fact
i—\

«p«(y) _ vi
δΛ/2 — \χχ
3

3

Let z, y e Mi be such that \zy\ < S R and let v/R < δ . We find a
number io, 1 «ξ ίο < Ν\> such that

(2)
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for all i > io, but
(3)
Since max φ;(ζ) ^ (1/3)^, then (2) implies that
9*,(z)>C(6-*fl- 1 |»z|)*-

(4)
and consequently

6R/2-\zxu\>C6-t\yzl

(5)

From the obvious inequality q>t(y) < 2N(<pi(z) + (2\yz\/8R)N) we get
ifc-i(y)<C·Σ,ο-, (ζ) + C ·(Iy|/β Λ ) * < C ^ | | R \ ( )
~\io(z)(14-

C(||/δΛ)*

<

Λ

6 )<«S-*|yz

because (5) implies immediately that [ 1 —φι

C8. Thus we have

and consequently, since ν <
(6)

ΙΑ,,Ι

In addition, (1) and (5) imply that for i > i,

(7)

|-gig

Now if we take into account (6), (7), we can prove that Λ is a local almost
isometry by using an inductive argument and applying Lemma 9.11 to each
operation of taking the centre of gravity, beginning with the one that reduces
to the construction of j, 0 +i, ζ^,+ ι and taking the pairs (h(sj°), *(//·)) as the
"long" explosion. It is only necessary to check that for any point h(s) from
the collection h(sj°) and any i ^ io for which φ,·(ζ) > 0 or (p,(y) > 0 we
have
| X h (*) hi (y) hi (z) — Ζ h (s) h^ (y) hi, (*) | < χ (δ,
11 - \hi (y) hi (z) I/I hu (y) hu (ζ) 11< κ (δ,
The second inequality follows directly from the almost isometry of ht and
h^ on the corresponding balls. To prove the first inequality it is sufficient to
verify that for j = i or io

\Zh(s) h} (y) h, (z)— I syz | < κ (δ, -^-
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This estimate is established in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 9.11,
since for any point u from the collection {a{, b{) we have

j

Xh(s)h,(y)hj(u)—

1 * h (u) hj (y) hj (z) — Ζ uyz | < κ (
and for any point ν from the collection {s, a{, b{} we have

\Zh{v)h,(y)h}(2)-

2U(υ)h,(y)h}(*) | < κ (6),
| &vyz—

9.13. Remark. If under the conditions 9.9 the dimension of the space Mi is m,
where m > n, and if each point of it is an (m, 8)-burst point, then the
v-approximation h : M\ -*• Μ may be approximated by the continuous
"almost metric submersion" A. (In particular, h : Μ\ -> Μ is a locally trivial
fibration.) This assertion generalizes one of Yamaguchi's results [32]. For the
proof it is sufficient to carry out the argument from 9.12 im<x—first with
respect to the "base" and then with respect to the "fibre". We conjecture that
in fact the condition that every point of the space M\ is an (m, 8)-burst point
could be omitted.
§10. Hausdorff measure
10.1. In this section we show that the Hausdorff measure ("volume") on a
FDSCBB preserves many properties of the volume on Riemannian manifolds
with curvature bounded below. We begin with the volume comparison
theorem.
10.2. Theorem. Let Μ be a complete n-dtmensional space with curvature
Then for any ρ e M, R > 0, the η-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the ball
Bp(R) does not exceed the volume of the ball Bp(R) of radius R in the
η-dimensional complete simply-connected space of constant curvature k. In the
case of equality these balls are isometric.
It is clearly sufficient for the proof (for the moment without the case of
equality) to construct an injective non-distorting map

/n:

BP(R)-*BP(R).

For any map φ : X -+ Υ of metric spaces we let (φ, id) : C(X) -*• C(Y)
denote the map of cones over Χ, Υ in accordance with the formula
(φ, id)(x, a) = (φ(χ), a). Now by induction we put
/„ = expp ο (/„_„

id) ο

βχρ;\
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where exp/ 1 is the map defined in 7.7. Clearly /„ is injective and nondistorting. It is not difficult to check that in the case when the volumes are
equal the map /„ is isometric. •
We now wish to estimate the Hausdorff dimension of the set of singular
points of M. For this we need two technical lemmas. As a preliminary we
stipulate that in the course of this section Μ denotes a compact «-dimensional
SCBB with diameter 1, Νο(δ) = max βχ(δ) + 1, where the maximum is taken
over all («— l)-dimensional complete spaces with curvature > 1 . Since all our
arguments are essentially local, we consider the lower bound of the curvature
k to be zero.
10.3. Lemma. For any natural number I there exists a number N\(l) such that
from any N\(l) points in Μ one can choose l+\ points XQ, ..., X[ so that
\xoXi\ > 2|*6*i_i|, 2 < i < /.
Proof. We carry out induction with respect to /. The base / = 1 is trivial.
Suppose we have N\(l+ 1) = 100flVi(/)^T0(l/10) points in M, and let χ be one
of them. If the desired collection JC0, X\, ..., Xi+\ with Xo = x does not exist,
then all the points except χ may be split into 100/ classes such that for points
y, ζ in the same class we have 0.9 < \xy\/\xz\ < 1.1. We choose that class
in which there are ^Ni(l)No(l/lO)
points and find in it a subset G from
among the ^N\{1) elements such that for each point y ε G the direction
y' e Σχ of at least one geodesic xy lies in a fixed ball 2ϊξ(1/10). Thus for any
points y, ζ e G we have \yz\ < 1/2 min{ \xy\, \xz\}, and consequently if we
choose from G by the inductive hypothesis a collection Xo, ..., x;, we can add
to it the point χι+1 = χ to obtain the desired collection. •
10.4. We recall that the (m, 5)-explosion {at, b{) at the point ρ is said to be
Λ-long if min{ | atp |, | btp \} > 8-1R. The set of points in Μ that admit an
J?-long (m, 8)-explosion is denoted by M(m, δ, R).
10.5. Lemma. Let Dp denote the cylinder {xeBp(Ri): ||a t x\-\a t p\\ «ζ (0.1)/?},
where (a,·, 6,) is an R\-long (m— 1, b)-explosion at p, R < 5R\, δ < l/2«.
Then
No (6/2)).
Proof. Let us assume the contrary and choose in Dp\M(m, δ, R) a subset of
Νι(Νο(δ/2)) points with pairwise distances ^8~1R.
By the preceding lemma
we can choose a collection x0, x\, ..., ΧΝ^ββ) from this subset for which
|JCOJC I| > 2|χο*/1, 1 < i < N0(8/2). By the definition of the function No
there are points xit Xj, 0 < i < j < No(l/2), for which %XiXoXj < δ/2 and
consequently £xoXiXj > π—δ. But then the pairs (a*, bi), supplemented by
the pair (x0, Xj), obviously form an Λ-long {m, 6)-explosion at x,·. This is a
contradiction. •
/+
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10.6. Let M(m, - δ ) = \J M(m, δ, R) denote the set of all (m, 8)-burst
points.
Theorem. dinifl(M\M(w, δ)) ^ w - 1 .
Proof. We may suppose that δ < \/2η. We carry out the induction with
respect to m; the base m = 0 is trivial. To prove the induction step it is
sufficient to cover M(m, δ) by a countable collection of balls of the form
Bx(Rx), where Rx is so small that χ has an J?x-long (m, 6)-explosion, and to
verify that for any χ e M(m, δ) the m-dimensional Hausdorff measure
Bx(Rx)\M(m + l, δ) is finite. The last assertion follows from Lemma 10.5. •
10.6.1. Remark. Theorem 10.6 and Corollary 12.8 proved below imply that
the Hausdorff dimension of the interior singular points of an «-dimensional
SCBB is no greater than n—2.
10.7. We pass to the question of the convergence of Hausdorff measures for
converging sequences of spaces. We begin with the definition.
Let the compact metric spaces Xt converge (in the sense of Hausdorff) to X.
We fix a sequence of numbers v,· -• 0 and a sequence of v,·-approximations
ft : X -*• Xi (see 7.8). We shall say that the measures μ,- on the spaces X{
converge weakly to the measure μ on A' if for any set A C AT such that
μφΑ) = 0 we have the convergence μ((^ν,(/ί(^))) -* μ(Λ)> where ϋε is the
ε-neighbourhood.
10.8. Theorem. Let the compact η-dimensional SCBB Mt, Μ have the same
lower bound for the curvatures and let Mi -*• Μ in the sense of Hausdorff.
Then the η-dimensional Hausdorff measures μ; of the spaces Mt converge weakly
to the η-dimensional Hausdorff measure μ of the space M.
For the proof we need the following technical assertion.
10.9. Lemma. Let Μ be a compact η-dimensional SCBB with diameter 1.
Then for sufficiently small δ > 0 we have, for any integer m, 0 < m < n, and
any R > 0, ν < R,
,(v)<xl6, ;, X#] (R).
Corollary. Under the conditions of the lemma
μ(Μ\Μ{η, δ,
Proof. We carry out induction with respect to m. The base m = 0 is trivial.
We consider the cover of the set M(m — i, δ, R) by balls of the form BX(R{),
where the number R\ > b~lR is chosen later. A finite subcover BXi(R{) can
be chosen from this cover so that the balls 5X((i?i/3) do not intersect pairwise.
According to 8.4 there are no more than cRr" balls in this cover. If we
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divide the ball BX{R\) into cylinders and apply to it Lemma 10.5, we deduce

that the set A = M(m-1, 6, R{)\M(m, 6, R) is covered by
l

cWRrXRi/RY"'1
n

m+i

balls of radius 8~ R, and consequently ν"β /ί (ν) <
c(S)(R/Ri) ~ .
m+1
Since for a suitable choice of Ri we have n(R1) + (R/R1)''~
= κ(Λ), the
lemma is proved. •
10.10. Proof of the theorem. From the v ; -approximation f{ : Μ -*• Mt it is
not difficult to construct a 10v,· -approximation g( : M{ -*• Μ so that

\(giofi)(x), x\ < 20v,·, and thus gi(UVi(fi(A))) C Uxa»£A). If μφΑ) = 0,

then \i(UiooVl(A)) -• μ(Α) as i -* oo. It can now be seen that Theorem 10.8
follows from Theorem 9.8 and Lemma 10.9. •
10.11. Corollary. For any point ρ in a FDSCBB the set of directions Σρ in
which the geodesies emanate from ρ has total measure in Σρ.
This is implied by 10.8 and the proof of 10.2.
10.12. Remark. If we use 10.6 and 9.4 it is not difficult to carry across the
proof of the "co-area formula" of Kronrod and Federer (see [13]) to the case
of a FDSCBB.
10.13. Corollary. Let A be a compact subset in an η-dimensional complete
space Μ with curvature ^k. Then the ratio \i(UR(A))l\i(B(R)) is a nonincreasing function of R for all R > 0. (Here B(R) is a ball of radius R
in the «-dimensional complete simply-connected space with curvature k.)
The proof is analogous to that in [19], p. 65, taking into account 10.12 and
the following observation. If r, s e M, | AT\ = \As\ = R, and n , S\ are
points on the geodesies Ar, As at a distance Ri from A, R\ < R, then the
ratio \rs\l\r\S\\ does not exceed R/R^ (assuming that k = 0).
§11. Functions that have directional derivatives, the method of succssive
approximations, level surfaces of almost regular maps
11.1. In this section we describe a class of functions on a FDSCBB and a
class of surfaces in a FDSCBB, which serve as more or less successful
analogues of smooth functions and smooth submanifolds for Riemannian
manifolds. One of the applications of the tools prepared here is the
investigation carried out in the next section of points with nearly maximal
explosions. A more general situation is considered in §13.
11.2. Lemma. Let ρ e Μ be a point in a FDSCBB. Then for any δ > 0
there is a deleted neighbourhood U of the point ρ so small that:
a) for any point q ε U there is a point q\ e Μ such that \pq\ < δ \pq\\ and
the pair (p, qi) forms a (1, S)-explosion at q;
b) ^.qpr—tiqpr < δ for any triangle Apqr with q, r e U; further:
c) for any triangle Apqr with q, r e U each angle of Apqr differs from the
corresponding angle of Apqr by less than 8;
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d) if q e U is joined to ρ by more than one geodesic, then the angles in any
lune pqp are less than δ.
In addition, if A Q Μ is a compact set not containing p, then for any δ > 0
there is a deleted neighbourhood U of ρ so small that:
e) | %qpA — \q'A'\\ < δ, | %q\qA — \q'A' \\ < δ is satisfied for any point
q e U and | %q\pA — \q'A'\\ < h for some point q\ e Μ such that
\pq\ < S\pq\\ and (ρ, q) forms a (1, S)-explosion at q. (Here q', A' C Σρ,
and %qpA is the angle in the triangle with sides \qp\, \qA\, \pA\ on the
/c-plane.)
We shall not give detailed proofs. They are based on the fact that, as Σ^
is compact, we can choose an arbitrarily dense finite net of directions ξ* in Σρ
which are realized by the geodesies pat, and moreover on account of the
proximity of a{ to ρ we may suppose, by Lemma 7.5, that the_ angles of the
triangle Aatpaj differ little from the corresponding angles of Aaipaj. In
addition, it may be supposed that the angles %atpA differ little from | a{A' \.
If we now put U = {q : 0 < \pq\ -4 δ min{ \ραι\, \ρΑ |}, then assertions
a)—e) are easily verified by elementary geometric arguments. •
11.3. Definition. A function / on some domain of a FDSCBB is said to have
directional derivatives if it is Lipschitz and for any point ρ in this domain there
exists a continuous function f(p) on Σρ (called the derivative of f at the point p)
such that along each geodesic pa the derivative of/ (with respect to arc
length) at ρ is equal to /<p)(a').
We note that for such a function / the differential ratios <p(R, ξ) =
—")_y(p)) satisfy a Lipschitz condition in ξ uniformly along R,
R
so that φ(Λ, ξ) converges to /<£) uniformly on Σρ as R -> 0 (the fact that
<p(.R, ξ) is not defined for all ξ € Σρ is immaterial).
11.4. Examples. The basic examples of functions that have directional
derivatives are the distance functions. If A C Μ is a compact set in a
FDSCBB, then the function/(x) = \Ax\ on M\A satisfies Definition 11.3
w i t h / ^ ; ) = — cos | ^4'ξ |, where ξ e Σ^. This follows immediately from
Lemma 11.2 e).
Other examples can be obtained by using the following assertions.
1) Admissible arithmetic operations on functions that have directional
derivatives give functions that have directional derivatives, and the derivatives
are calculated by the standard rules.
2) The maximum of a finite number of functions that have directional
derivatives is a function that has directional derivatives.
3) I f / i s a function that has directional derivatives and φ is a (one-sided)
differentiable function on R, then φ ο / i s a function that has directional
derivatives.
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11.5. The method of successive approximations.

The following assertion is a formal generalization of the first part of
Theorem 5.4 (in the finite-dimensional case).
Lemma. Let the functions f\, ..., fm that have directional deriatives be given
in the domain U C Μ of an η-dimensional SCBB. Suppose that for
some δ, ε, Ο < «δ < ε, and for any point ρ e U there exist directions
ξ* e Σ,, 1 < « < m, such that | / ^ ) ( ξ * ) | < δ when ί Φ j andfiytf)
> ε,
fm&D

< - ε · Then the map f = {/,, ...,/„} : U -* R m is

\(i-n$)-open

(see 5.3) with respect to the metric in R m given by the norm \\x\\ = Y^ | jc'|
for χ = (x\ ..., xm).
Proof. Let ρ e U, A = (a e Rm : ^ ( ( ε - η δ ^ Ι Ι ά , / Χ / Ο Ι Ι ) C U, and suppose
there is an a e U such that/(a) = a, 21|/(/>), 3 | | 5* (ε—ηδ)\αρ\}. Obviously
A is closed, f(p) e A. Suppose the assertion of the lemma is not satisfied,
and 5o is a point that satisfies the condition Βρ(2(ε—ηδ)~ϊ\\αο, f(p)\\) C U
but does not lie in A. Let the point Έ\ e A be the nearest point in A to αό,
and let the point a\ e U be such that f(a{) = aj and 2[| αι,/(/>)|| > (ε—«δ) |/>αι|.
We choose the direction ξ in Σ α , so near to one of the directions ξ,* that
\fi[aM)\ > E' \f/to<&\ < SfotJ * / a n d s g n / , ' ^ ) = sgn(^-ai)· Then
for sufficiently small μ > 0 we see that /(βχρΟι(μξ) e A and II/(expo,(μξ)),
3b 11 < ||ai5oH. which contradicts the choice of Έ\. •
11.6. Corollary. Let the point ρ e U and the number εχ > 0 be fixed under
the conditions of Lemma 11.5. Then for sufficiently small R (R < c(p,f ε{))
there is, for every direction ξ e Σ^, such that //'(ρ)(ξ) = 0 for all i, a point q
e U such that R < \pq\ < R(\ + z\), f{p) = fi{q) for all i, and q' C Σ^ is in
a z\-neighbourhood of ξ.
In particular, if we are now given functions g\, ..., gi in U that have
directional derivatives, then one can ensure also that

Proof. To construct the point q it is necessary to get a first approximation
qo by shifting the point ρ along a geodesic with direction ξο e Σρ very
near to ξ and then applying the method of successive approximations
(Lemma 11.5) in order to compensate for the alteration in ft. Since
11 f(p) -/(?o) 11 < κ[ξ, ΙΡ?οΙ](ΙξξοΙ)Ι/>?οΙ and the openness parameter f o r /
depends only on ε, δ, then for sufficiently smallJJ&ol (ΙξξοΙ < ε[ξ, \pqo\])
one can construct the point q where | qq01 < κ[^, \pq01 ](| ξξ 0 1) · |/»^q_[. If
ΙξξοΙ and \pqQ\ are sufficiently small (ΙξξοΙ < c[%, \pqo\]t \pqo\ < c[%]), then
this last inequality implies that \\pq\~\pqo\\ <-7&\\pqo\ and by Lemma 11.2 b)
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that q' e Σρ is in an ει-neighbourhood of ξ. Finally, if R is sufficiently
small (R < ο[ξ]), then there exists in Σρ a sufficiently dense net of
directions that can be realized by geodesies of length not less than
R (1 + ει), consequently with a choice of ξ 0 and q0 subject to the condition
indicated above that | ξξ01 and | pq01 be small it is possible to stipulate
that the condition \pqo\ =

R(1+^E{)

be satisfied and consequently

R < \pq\ < J ? ( l + E l ) . •
11.7. Almost regular maps.

The definition of almost regular maps, which we give below, is apparently too
narrow. However, it turned out to be sufficient in the context of this paper.
Definition. A function / on a domain U C Μ of a FDSCBB is said to be
δ-almost regular if / is the distance function of some compact set A C. M,
Λ Π U = 0 , and if for every point ρ e U there is a compact set B^) which
does not contain ρ such that ^ApB^ > π — δ (we recall that %ApB^)
denotes the angle of the triangle on the /c-plane with sides \Ap\, \ AB(p) |,
The map / = (/ι, ..., fm) : U -> R m is said to be b-almost regular if its
coordinate functions ft are δ-almost regular and if the compact sets At,
figuring in the definition of almost regularity satisfy
A AipB){p) > -κ
Ζ BmpBm

δ,

A AipAj > -=

> - | - — 6 when

δ,

ίφί-

(The parameter δ > 0, which we consider to be small, is part of the definition.
As a rule our arguments will be independent of δ if δ is less than a welldetermined "ceiling", depending on the dimension, and also in §12 on the nondegeneracy characteristic of the FDSCBB under consideration (see 8.7).)
Obviously almost regular maps satisfy the conditions of Lemma 11.5 with
ε = 1-δ.
11.8. We now turn to studying the properties of level surfaces of almost
regular maps. We begin with dimension estimates.
Theorem. A level surface Π of an almost regular map from an n-dimensional
SCBB Μ into R m has topological dimension no greater than n—m. In addition,
the set of points in Π that are not nti-burst points in Μ have topological
dimension no greater than m^ — l—m. In particular, the set of points in Μ that
are not m\-burst points has dimension no greater than m\ — l.
The proof of the theorem is by a simple inverse induction with respect to
m, in which the induction step is based on the following assertion.
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11.9. Lemma. Let Π be a level surface of a x(S)-almost regular map
f - (fu —,fm)'-M -* R m . We introduce the notation SR = {q e M, \pq\ = R},
HR = Π Π SR. Then for sufficiently small R > 0 there is a neighbourhood
UDT1R in which the mapf-.M^
Rm+\f(q)
= (/(<?), ...,fm(g), \pq\), is
v.(h)-almost regular. (The case Π Λ = 0 is not excluded.)
This lemma follows from Lemma 11.2 e) and 5.6.
11.10. Remark. In the general case the points in an «-dimensional SCBB that
are not η-burst points may fill a set of topological dimension «—1; this, for
example, occurs for manifolds with boundary. However, it will be shown in
the next section that for an interior point of an «-dimensional SCBB an
(« —l)-burst point is by implication an «-burst point, therefore in an
«-dimensional SCBB without boundary the points that are not «-burst points
fill a set of topological dimension no greater than n—2. Cf. 10.6.1.
11.11. Let us now turn to the more refined properties.
Theorem. On a level surface of an almost regular map on a FDSCBB the
intrinsic metric, which is equivalent to the extrinsic metric, is induced locally. In
particular, such a surface is locally linearly connected.
More precisely, l e t / = (/i, ...,fm) : U -* B?m be an almost regular map,
let ρ ε U, let A{ and 5,· be compact sets that figure in the definition of/ being
almost regular at the point p, and let Π = {q : f(q) = ft(p) for all i) be a
level surface, q,r e Π, δι =max{\pq\, \pr\}/min{\pAi\, \pBt\, \p, Π Π 917[}.
If δ (the parameter for / to be almost regular) and δ! are sufficiently small
(δ, δι > c), then q and r can be connected in Π by a curve of length no
greater than | qr \ (1 + κ(δ, δι))·
Proof. We need to verify that a point s e l l can be found arbitrarily near to
r such that \rs\ < (1 + κ(δ, δθ)-(\qr\~\qs\). After this the proof concludes
by standard arguments. To construct such a point s it is sufficient, by
Corollary 11.6, to find a direction ξ e Σ, such that /'(Γ)(ξ) = 0 for all i
and | ? ' ξ | < κ(δ, δι), q' C Σ Γ . Since the sets Λ·, B( C Σ, form an
(«ι,κίδ,δΟί-βχρΙοβίοηήι Σ Γ and \q'At\ > π/2-κ(δ, δι), \q'B-\ > π/2-φ, δ{)
(see Corollary 5.7), then all that remains is for us to prove the following
assertion.
11.12. Lemma. Let Μ be a complete η-dimensional space with curvature > 1 ,
let Ait Biform an (m, 8)-explosion in M, and let Q Q Μ be a compact set such
that \QAt\ > π/2 - δ , \QBt\ > π/2-8. Then for any point q e Q, if δ is
sufficiently small (δ < c), there is a point ξ e Μ such that | ξΛ,- [ = π/2 for all
i and \%q\ < κ(δ).
Proof. Clearly, if δ > 0 is sufficiently small, then the m a p / : Μ -»· R m ,/(x) =
= (\xA\\, ..., \xAm\), is almost regular, with parameter 100δ2«, in the domain
], | χ β , | ) > π / 2 - 1 0 ν ή δ for all <}.
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If furthermore δ < l/100n, then by Lemma 11.5 the map/will be 1/2-open in
U and hence in the 4v/nS-neighbourhood of any point q e Q there is a desired
point ξ. •
11.13. We now define and study the space of directions and the tangent cone
to the level surface of an almost regular map at some point of the surface.
Definition. Let γ be a curve in a FDSCBB M, where γ(0) = ρ and γ(ί) Φ ρ
for sufficiently small t > 0. The direction of the curve at the point ρ is the
limit in Σ^, of the directions of the geodesies py(t) as t \ 0 if this limit exists.
The space of directions ΣΤΙΡ of the set Π C Μ at the point ρ e Π is the set of
directions at the point ρ e Π of all possible curves at Π beginning at ρ and
having a direction at ρ (compare 7.2.1).
11.14. Theorem. Let ρ e Π be a point on a level surface of an almost regular
mapf = (fu ...,/ m ). Then the sets Λ : = {ξ e Σ , , / ^ ξ ) = 0 for all i} and
ΣΠΡ coincide.
Proof. The inclusion ΣΠ^ C Λ obviously follows from the fact that all the /·
have directional derivatives. The inverse inclusion easily follows from
Theorem 11.11, Lemma 11.2 b), and the following assertion.
11.15. Lemma. Under the conditions of Theorem 11.4 for any ε > 0 and for
sufficiently small R > 0 (R < c{p,f, ε)) one can find, for any direction ξ e Λ
on the surface HR = {q e Π : \pq\ = R}, a point q such that q' C. Σρ is
contained in the ε-neighbourhood of ξ.
Proof By Corollary 11.6 we can construct for some R\ : \R-R\\ < (0.1)8.R
a point q\ e YlRl for which q{ 6 Σρ is contained in the (0.^-neighbourhood
of ξ. If J? is sufficiently small, then, if we apply the method of successive
approximations (Lemma 11.5) to the map/(which is almost regular by
Lemma 11.9), where/(x) = (/I(JC), ...,/«(*)> \px\) with initial approximation
q\, we get the desired point q. •
11.16. Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorem 11.14 the spaces Π/j with
"metrics" p(q, r) = arc cos(l — \qr\2/2R2) converge in the Hausdorff metric to
the space of directions ΣΠ Ρ , in which the metric is defined as the restriction of
the metric on Σρ.
(The word "metric" is given in quotation marks, since the triangle
inequality may be violated for the function p.)
11.17. Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorem 11.14
a) ΣΠρ being non-empty is equivalent to TlR being non-empty for sufficiently
small R > 0.
b) ΣΤίρ being linearly connected is equivalent to HR being linearly connected
for sufficiently small R > 0. In addition, the numbers of linearly connected
components of ΣΤΙΡ and HR are the same.
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Proof. Assertion a) is obvious. To prove b) we note that the spaces Π Λ with
"metric" ρ from 11.16 are uniformly locally connected by Theorem 11.11,
taking into account Lemma 11.9. On the other hand, the space ΣΠ^, is locally
linearly connected by Theorem 11.11, since by Theorem 11.14, ΣΠρ is the level
surface of the map Σρ -»• R m with coordinate functions arc cos f ^ ) , and it is
almost regular in a neighbourhood of ΣΠ Ρ . Therefore assertion b) follows
from the nearness of TlR and ΣΠ Ρ in the Hausdorff metric. •
§12. Level lines of almost regular maps
12.1. Let Μ be an η-dimensional SCBB, l e t / = (fu ...,fm) : Μ ->• Rm be an
almost regular map, and let Π be a level surface of / This tells us
immediately that m < n, and if m = n, then Π consists of isolated points. In
this section we show that if m = n—\, then Π is a one-dimensional manifold
with boundary, and moreover the boundary points of Π are precisely the
points of the boundary of Μ lying in Π. Throughout this section ε denotes a
lower bound of Vrn-i(Lp) taken over all points ρ from Μ (from the compact
subset under consideration) (see 8.7). We suppose that the almost regular
parameter δ is less than a well-determined "ceiling" depending on ε (δ < c(e)).
This requirement is apparently connected with the method of proof, and most
likely the assertions themselves still remain true under the weaker condition(1)
δ < c. Our first aim is to show that when m < η the surface Π cannot have
isolated points. For this two lemmas are necessary.
12.2. Lemma. Let Μ be a complete η-dimensional space with curvature ^ 1
having an (m, 8)-explosion At, B{, m < n. Let the point ξ e Μ be such that
m

^ P cos21 ξ^4(| < 1—ει.

Then, if 8 is sufficiently small (8 < c(t\)), we can

find a point ζ in Μ such that \ Λ,-ζ [ = π/2 for all i.
Proof. We first construct a point η such that | [ Α η [ —π/2 | < κ(δ) for all i;
after this, Lemma 11.12 gives us the construction of the point ζ. To
construct thejDoint rj we may suppose that At and Bj are points. We
take points At, Biy ξ on the unit sphere Sm such that At, 5,· form an
(m, 0}-explosion and |Λ,·ξ| = | At ξ | for all i. We construct a sequence
ξο = ξ, ξ χ ,..., ξη = η inductively by the following rule: ξ ί + 1 lies on the great
semicircle Λ,·+ιξ/2?ΐ+ι at a distance π/2 from Ai+\ (and Bi+i).
2

It is obvious

2

that ^cos |£^ + 1 ,4i|< ^ c o s ^ y v i ; [ < 1— 6i, and consequently the perimeters
of the triangles Δ Afy^Bi, Δ Α^_ΧΑ\, Δ Bfy^At, Δ Β^^Βι do not exceed
2π — cfa) when i Φ j . In addition, it is obvious that [ξ,Λ,Ι = π/2 when
/ < j , so that \r\Ai\ = π/2 for all i. We carry this construction across to M.
follows from a recent result of A. Petrunin.
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We construct a sequence ξ 0 = ξ, ξι, ..., ξ« = η inductively by the following
rule: ξ ί + ι lies on the two-link broken line Ai+ ιξ^15,·+1 at a distance π/2 from
Ai+\. Now, if we apply induction with respect to j , it can be proved that
\\Aikj\-\Alj\\ < κ(δ), \\Β^\-\Β^\\
< κ(δ) for all i. J n fact, the base of
induction (when^/j= 0) follows from the conditions |Λ,·ξ| = Ι-^ίξΙ,
\ΑιΒι\ > π —δ, |j4(5f| = π, and the induction step is ensured by Lemma 9.2 d).
Thus ||Λ,·η| — π/21 < κ(δ) and the lemma is proved. •
12.3. Lemma. Let Μ be a complete n-dtmensional space with curvature > 1
having an (m, S)-explosion Ait Bi,m < n. Then
m

Vrn {ξ e Μ: V cos* | Ui I > 1 - h] < * (δ, 6X)·
1=1

Proof. We use induction; the induction step consists of increasing m and η
by 1. If m = 1, then the assertion follows from Lemma 8.2 and Corollary 8.3.
We consider the general case. We may suppose that Am is a point. Let
ξ e Μ be such that ^ P cos21 ξ^4;| > 1 —δι. We construct points At, B{, ξ on

the unit sphere Sm so that (^i, 2?,·) form_an (w, 0)-explosion in Sm and
| Ι , ξ | = ΙΛξΙ for aU i. Clearly either ΐΧ,ξΙ < κ(δθ, or |Λ.ξ| > π-κ(δ,),
m-l

„ _

or Y^cos^A'^'l

„

> Ι-κ(δι), where 2{,ξ' e Σ ^ . If we apply Lemma 9.2 c),

we deduce that either \Αηξ\ < κ(δ, δι), or Ι ^ ξ Ι > π—κ(δ, δι), or
m-l

^~^cos21 ^4/ξ' I > 1—κ(δ, δι), where Α}, ξ' e Σ ^ . Now our assertion follows
from Lemma 8.2, Corollary 8.3, and the inductive hypothesis applied to Σ^^. •
12.4. Corollary. Let Μ be a complete η-dimensional space with curvature > 1
having an (jn, S)-explosion At, Bt, m < n, where Vrn(M) > ε. Then ι/δ > 0
is sufficiently small (δ < c (ε)), there is a point ξ e Μ such that | %At \ = π/2
for all i.
This follows from Lemmas 12.2 and 12.3.
12.5. Corollary. When m < η and δ is sufficiently small (δ < c(e), see 12.1)
a level surface of a δ-almost regular map from an η-dimensional SCBB into R m
does not have isolated points.
This follows from 12.4 and 11.17 a).
12.6. Lemma. Let Μ be a complete η-dimensional space with curvature > 1
having an (m, S)-explosion (Ai, 5,·), m < n — 1, where Kr n _i(M) > ε. Then if
δ is sufficiently small (δ < cfc)), the set Λ = {ξ e Μ : |Λ,·ξ| = π/2 for all i}
is linearly connected.
Proof. Λ is locally linearly connected by Theorem 11.11 because it is a level
surface of an almost regular map. Let Λι and Λ 2 be the nearest components
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of Λ, where q e Λι and r e Λ2 are their nearest points. We shall show that
\qr\ > π — κ(δ). In fact, otherwise the sets Al, 5/form an (m, x(8))-explosion
in the space of directions Σ ? and there we would have \Ajr'\ > π/2 —κ(δ),
\Bir'\ > π/2—κ(δ). This follows from the angle comparison theorem in M.
Therefore by Lemma 11.12 a direction ξ e Σ9 can be found such that
Ι Λ/ξ I > π/2 for all i and | τ ' ξ | < κ(δ), and hence by Corollary 11.6 a point
s e Λ can be found near q that is nearer to r than q, which contradicts the
choice of q and r. So we deduce that Λ has no more than two components
and, if there are two of them Λι, Λ2, then they are at a distance of at least
π—κ(δ). But then by adding Am+1 = Ax and Bm+\ = A2 to the existing
Ait Bt we get an (m + 1, κ(δ))-εχρ1θ8ΐοη in M. If δ were chosen sufficiently
small, then by Corollary 12.4 a point ξ e Μ could be found at a distance π/2
from all At, 1 < i ^ w + 1 . But then ξ ε Λ\(Λ] U Λ 2 )—a contradiction. •
12.7. Theorem, a) Let m be a complete η-dimensional space with curvature ^ 1
having an (n, $)-explosion (Ai, Bt), where Vrn(M) ^ ε. Then, if δ is
sufficiently small (δ < c(e)), the set Λ = {ξ e Μ : Μ,·ξ Ι = π/2 for all i)
consists of a single point if Μ has a boundary and of two points at a distance
π—κ(δ) if Μ does not have a boundary.
b) Let Π be a level surface of an ^-almost regular map from an
(n + l)-dimensional SCBB into R". Then, if δ is sufficiently small (δ < c(e),
see 12.1), Π is a one-dimensional manifold, and moreover the boundary points Π
are precisely those boundary points of the FDSCBB that lie in Π.
Proof Assertion b) follows from a) when applied to the spaces of directions
Σ^ at the points ρ e Π, taking into account Theorem 11.14 and its corollaries.
In fact, if ρ is a boundary point, and consequently A <Z Σρ is a. singleton, the
"surfaces" Π Λ = {q e Π : \pq\ = R}, which consist of isolated points since
they are level surfaces of an almost regular map into W+l (Lemma 11.9), turn
out to be singletons by Corollary 11.17 b); in addition, it is obvious that the
point TlR depends continuously on R. If however ρ is an interior point and
Λ C Σ ρ consists of two points at a distance π—κ(δ), then Π Λ also consists of
two points at a distance 2R(l— κ(δ)) (by Corollary 11.16), so that Π turns out,
in a neighbourhood of p, to be an arc containing ρ as an interior point.
To prove assertion a) we use induction with respect to the dimension. The
base η = 1 is obvious. In the general case, if q, r e Λ, then \qr\ > π — κ(δ),
since otherwise the mid-point of the geodesic qr would turn out to be an
(n+l)-burst point with explosion Ai, Bt and q, r. Thus Λ contains
no more than two points, and if it has two points, then Μ has an
(n+ 1, κ(δ))-βχρ1θ8Ϊοη and by Corollary 9.6 a) it does not have a boundary.
All that remains is for us to verify that if Μ has no boundary, then Λ cannot
be a singleton. By the inductive hypothesis (more precisely by assertion b)
that follows from it) the set Λπ = {ξ e Μ : \%At\ = π/2 when ί < « —1} is a
one-dimensional manifold without boundary, which by Lemma 12.6 is a circle.
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Since Lemma 11.12 implies that \AnAn\ < κ(δ) and \Bn\n\ < κ(δ), then
obviously there are two points on the circle Λπ at a distance π/2 from An,
which is what was required. •
12.8. Corollary. An (n—l)-burst interior point in an η-dimensional SCBB is an
η-burst point.
12.9. Further results.
12.9.1. A similar approach enables us to show that a small neighbourhood of
an (n—l)-burst point ρ in the boundary of an η-dimensional SCBB admits an
almost isometric map onto the cube in R", where the part of the boundary
occurring in this neighbourhood maps onto one of the hyperfaces of this cube.
Here the explosion map (see 5.5) provides all the coordinate functions of the
desired almost isometry except one—the one that is constant on the indicated
hyperface. A basic observation which is necessary for the proof is as follows.
Near p, every level line of the explosion map contains exactly one boundary
point, and moreover these points may be characterized as the maximum points
of the restriction to the corresponding level line of the distance function from
some point q. Any point near ρ lying on the same level line as ρ can be
taken as q.
12.9.2. Small neighbourhoods of interior (n—2)-burst points in an
«-dimensional SCBB also admit coordinates of the distance type. In
more detail, let the point ρ have an («—2)-explosion (a,·, b{). Then the
corresponding sets of directions At, B( C Σ ρ form a (n—2)-explosion in Σρ.
By Theorem 12.7 b) the level line Π = {ξ e Σ , : \At%\ = π/2, 1 < i < «-2}
is a circle, whose diameter, as is easily shown using Lemma 8.6, is not less
than C(E). We choose four points ξι, ξ 2 , ξ3, ξ* e Π lying on Π in the cyclic
order indicated by their numbers at approximately equal distances from each
other, and we construct at equal small distances from ρ the points q\, q2, #3,
qt, such that qj C Σ ρ are very near to ξ7·, 1 < j ' ^ 4. Then in a small
neighbourhood of ρ the map f(q) = (|σι?|, ..., \an-2q\, |?i?|-|?3?l»
I ?2? I — 194? I) is a c (e)-bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism onto a domain in R".
We know a proof of this assertion which requires very laborious arguments;
it is set out in §14 of the original version of this article, which was distributed
as a preprint.
12.9.3. The result in 12.9.2 and also 12.8 and 11.2 a) imply that in the twodimensional case the interior of a SCBB is a two-dimensional manifold with
the metric singularities forming a discrete set. A simple additional argument
shows that a two-dimensional SCBB in the large is a two-dimensional
manifold whose boundary is just the boundary of a FDSCBB in the sense of
7.19. In the three-dimensional case the interior of a SCBB may have nonisoiated metric singularites, however 12.9.2 and 11.2 a) imply that the interior
topological singularities are isolated. In fact, they have small neighbourhoods
which are homeomorphic to the cone over (RP2; see 13.2 b).
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§13. Subsequent results and open questions
All the spaces in this section are assumed to be finite-dimensional and
complete.
13.1. The theorems formulated in 13.1 — 13.6 are the result of research by the
third author. The proofs are published in a separate paper.
If one considers examples one is naturally led to the conjecture that a small
spherical neighbourhood of a point in a FDSCBB is homeomorphic to the
tangent cone at this point. This conjecture has been verified for points with
an explosion near to being maximal by using almost regular maps. However,
for («—3)-burst points in an «-dimensional SCBB this method, apparently,
cannot give the necessary results. To prove the conjecture in complete
generality one has to introduce the more general concept of an admissible
map.
A m a p / = (/i, ..., fm) : U -* R w from a domain U in an «-dimensional
SCBB Μ is said to be (ε, 5)-admissible (where ε, 8 are fixed and moreover
ε > δ > 0) if for all χ e U, 1 < i < m we have /,(*) = \Atx\, where
Αι C Μ are compact sets that do not intersect U, and where for every
point ρ e U there is a compact set B^ C Μ such that the inequalities
\A(Aj\ > π/2 - δ , i Φ j , \A-B{p)\ > π/2 + ε are satisfied in Σρ.
We note that according to the given definition an admissible function is a
distance function that does not have "almost critical" points in U.
It can be shown that an admissible map is open, and when m = « it is
locally homeomorphic. The advantage of admissible maps over almost regular
maps, which plays a most important role in the proofs, is as follows.
Let ρ e Π be a point on a level surface of an almost regular map
/ : U -* R m , and let Ρ denote the set of points in U near which / cannot be
added to another coordinate function to make an almost regular map into
R m + 1 . Then, if ρ e P, there are no other points from Ρ on the level surface
Π near to p. However, there may be many points of Ρ near to ρ on nearby
level surfaces; we can only assert that on each such surface they are isolated.
If almost regularity is everywhere replaced by admissibility, then it can be
proved that there exists a spherical neighbourhood BP{R) of the point ρ in
which on each of the nearby level surfaces of the map / there is no more than
one point in P. In addition, if there is such a point on some level surface,
then it can be described in a canonical way, because at this point the average
distance from points of the set dBp(R) (~) {x e U : ft{x) > fi(p) for all /}
takes its greatest value among points on this level surface that are near p.
13.2. If admissible maps are used, the following assertion can be proved.
Theorem, a) A proper admissible map is the projection of a locally trivial
fibration.
b) A small spherical neighbourhood of a point in a FDSCBB is
homeomorphic to the tangent cone at this point.
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c) A FDSCBB is homeomorphic to a stratified (into topological manifolds)
space.
d) For a given compact set in an η-dimensional space Μ with curvature ^k
there exists ν > 0 such that every compact η-dimensional space M\ with
curvature >fc which is v-near to Μ in the sense of Hausdorff must be
homeomorphic to M. Moreover for each v-approxtmation M\ to the space Μ
there exists a v.(y)-near homeomorphism from Μ onto M\.
It has not been established that the homeomorphisms in a)—d) are
bi-Lipschitz, although there are apparently no known counterexamples.
The above assertions are all proved in a parallel way by induction. The
geometric background of the proof has been given above; the necessary
topological technique is borrowed from [31].
13.3. In the previous subsection the boundary points of a FDSCBB were in
no way distinguished from other singular points. Nevertheless the approach
described above enables one to give a more convincing justification for the
definition of the boundary of a FDSCBB given in 7.19 and to prove some
natural properties of a FDSCBB with a boundary. Namely, the following
assertions are true.
Theorem, a) The property that a point in a FDSCBB is a boundary point is
determined by the topology of its small conic neighbourhood; the property that
a FDSCBB has a boundary is determined by its topology.
b) The boundary of a FDSCBB is closed and homeomorphic to a space
stratified into manifolds.
c) If Μ is a FDSCBB with a boundary Ν and ifpeN,
then ΣΝν coincides
with the boundary of Σρ. In addition, an intrinsic metric is induced locally
on N.
d) (Doubling theorem). Let Μ be a space with curvature >fe and with a
boundary N. We let Μ denote the result of gluing two copies of Μ along the
common boundary Ν and furnish this with the natural intrinsic metric. Then Μ
is a space with curvature ^k and without boundary.
Thus, compact FDSCBB with a boundary are the same as convex compact
spaces in FDSCBB without boundary.
The proofs of these assertions modulo Theorem 13.2 are not very
complicated.
13.4. We note two open questions. 1) It is not clear whether the components
of the boundary of a space with curvature ^k with the induced intrinsic
metric are spaces with curvature >fc. In other words, are the components of
the boundary of a convex set in a space with curvature >fc spaces with
curvature >fc?
2) Is the gluing theorem generalizing 13.3 true: if the boundaries of two
spaces M, M\ with curvature >fc are component-wise isometric, then is the
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result of gluing Μ and M\ with respect to this isometry a space with
curvature
13.5. Equidistant curves.

Let Μ be a convex compact subset with non-empty boundary TV in a space
with curvature ^ 0 . It can be shown that the equidistant curves of the set
M, = {x e Μ : | xN | ^ t} are convex.
From what has been said and from Theorem 13.2 a), b) it follows that the
interior of a convex compact set in a space with curvature ^ k > 0 is
homeomorphic to a cone over a compact space with curvature > 1. A similar
assertion can be proved also for the whole convex compact set.
The concepts described also open the way to proving an analogue of the
well-known theorem of Cheeger and Gromoll [12] for non-regular spaces of
non-negative curvature.
13.6. A direct generalization of the theorem of Grove and Shiohama [24]
follows from Theorem 13.2 a), b). A space with curvature ^ 1 and with
diameter > π/2 is homeomorphic
curvature ^ 1.

to the suspension over a space with

In addition, if we use the results of 13.2, we can get bounds for the Betti
numbers of spaces with curvature > 0 by a method analogous to [18].
13.7. The next three open questions present difficulties: these are questions
about the approximation of FDSCBB by Riemannian manifolds, about
deformation of the metric of a FDSCBB, and about their analytic description.
Apparently these questions are interlinked.
13.2 d) implies that FDSCBB which are not topological manifolds do not
admit approximations by complete Riemannian manifolds of the same
dimension and with sectional curvatures uniformly bounded below. This does
not exclude the possibility of approximations of arbitrary compact subsets of a
FDSCBB Μ by Riemannian manifolds of larger dimension that collapse
onto M. For example, a flat Klein bottle, as is known, can collapse to a
segment. For other examples see [32].
As yet there are no means of deforming the metric of a FDSCBB while
preserving (or at least controllably changing) the lower bound of the
curvature. Such deformations are useful, for example, in solving extremal
problems. In particular it seems probable, but completely unclear how to
prove it, that if there is a point ρ with diam Σ^ < π in a FDSCBB M, then
there exists a deformation of the metric of Μ which is concentrated about ρ
and which preserves the lower bound for the curvature and decreases the
volume.
The metric of a FDSCBB (and even more general so-called manifolds of
bounded curvature) may be given by using a "non-regular" linear element
which is defined almost everyhwere (see [3], [30]). It is not known whether it
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is possible to give a more detailed description of a FDSCBB in the case of
larger dimension. It is well known [8] that for spaces of two-sided bounded
1>ot
curvature a linear element has fairly high smoothness, at least C , 0 < α < 1.
It can be expected that a space with curvature bounded below, in which all
the geodesies are locally extendable, can also be represented with the help of a
fairly smooth linear element.
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